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Abstract 
For ten years, planets around stars similar to the Sun have been discovered, confirmed, 
and their properties studied. Planets have been found in a variety of environments 
previously thought impossible. The results have revolutionized the way in which 
scientists underst and planet and star formation and evolution, and provide context 
for the roles of the Earth and our own solar system. 
Over half of star systems contain more than one stellar component. Despite this, 
binary stars have often been avoided by programs searching for planets. Discovery 
of giant planets in compact binary systems would indirectly probe the timescales of 
planet formation, an important quantity in determining by which processes planets 
form. 
A new observing method has been developed to perform very high precision differ- 
ential astronrletry on bright binary stars with separations in the range of = 0.1 - 1.0 
arcseconds. Typical measurement precisions over an hour of integration are on the 
order of 10 micro-arcseconds (pas), enabling one to look for perturbations to the 
Keplerian orbit that would indicate the presence of additional components to the 
system. 
This metlhod is used as the basis for a new program to find extrasolar planets. 
The Palomar High-precision Astrometric Search for Exoplanet Systems (PHASES) is 
a search for giant planets orbiting either star in 50 binary systems. The goal of this 
search is to detect or rule out planets in the systems observed and thus place limits 
0x1 any enhancements of planet formation in binaries. It is also used to measure fun- 
damental properties of the stars comprising the binary, such as masses and distances, 
useful for constraining stellar models at the level. 
This method of differential astrometry is applied to three star systems. 6 Equulei 
is among the most well-studied nearby binary star systems. Results of its observation 
have been applied to a wide range of fundamental studies of binary systems and stellar 
astrophysics. PHASES data are combined with previously published radial velocity 
data and other previously published differential astrometry measurements to produce 
a combined rnodel for the system orbit. The distance to the system is determined to 
within a twentieth of a parsec and the component masses are determined at the level 
01 a percent. 
r; Pegasi is a well-known, nearby triple star system consisting of a "wide" pair with 
semi-major a,:xis 235 milli-arcseconds, one component of which is a single-line spectro- 
scopic binary (semi-major axis 2.5 milli-arcseconds) . Using high-precision differential 
astrometry and radial velocity observations, the masses for all three components are 
determined and the relative inclination between the wide and narrow pairs' orbits 
is found to be 43.8 f 3.0 degrees, just over the threshold for the three body Kozai 
resonance. The system distance is determined to a fifth of a parsec, and is consistent 
with trigonometric parallax measurements. 
V819 Herculis is a well-studied triple star system consisting of a "wide" pair 
with 5.5 year period, one component of which is a 2.2-day period eclipsing single-line 
spectroscopic binary. Differential astrometry measurements from PHASES determine 
the relative inclination of the short- and long-period orbits. 
Finally, the prospects for finding planets that simultaneously circle both stars 
in a binary system are evaluated. Planet searches of this type would represent a 
complementary investigation to PHASES and contribute similar scientific results. 
Thesis Supervisor: Bernard F. Burke 
Title: Professor Emeritus 
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Chapter 1 
Background and Motivation 
Prior to the recent discoveries of the first confirmed extrasolar planetary systems, 
theoretical models of star and planet formation were developed that only explained 
systems like our own. The most accepted of these was the Safronov model [Safronov, 
19721. A dense region of a molecular cloud undergoes gravitational collapse, its an- 
gular momel-ltum changing its shape to a disk in the process. The center of collapse 
becomes a protostar and dust particles combine to form planet cores in the disk. At 
small radii, the protostar7s heat removes gas from the disk. At large radii, enough 
gas remains to form envelopes about rocky cores and create giant planets. 
Surveys show that over half of star systems contain more than one stellar com- 
ponents. The probability of a star forming without a stellar companion and later 
becoming a :member of a binary via encounters with other stars is very low in most 
environments (except dense globular clusters). This indicates the Safronov model is 
an incomplete description of star formation because it predicts only one star being 
formed at a time. Observational studies of binaries can determine in what ways the 
Safronov model must be modified to include binaries, and better constrain details of 
the star fornxation model. 
On the planet formation side, this model proved to be insufficient to explain 
even the first planets discovered outside our solar system. Objects with masses of 
terrestrial planets were detected orbiting a pulsar [Wolszczan and Frail, 19921--the 
Safronov model does not explain how planets can form in such an environment. The 
discovery of planet orbiting the main sequence star 51 Pegasi [Mayor and Queloz, 
19951 was surprising because despite the planet being similar to Jupiter in mass, it 
was found to orbit its star very closely (with an orbital period of only four days). 
Searching for planets in a variety of places (even those where basic models predict 
they can not form) promotes the development of more detailed formation models. 
For reasons of observational difficulty, narrowly separated binaries are avoided by 
most planet-finding methods. Searches for planets in close binary systems explore the 
degree to which stellar multiplicity inhibits or promotes planet formation and long 
term system stability. There are two generalized configurations for which planets 
form st able hierarchical systems in binaries. "S-type" planets orbit closely to one 
star of a relatively wide binary, while "P-type" or circumbinary planets have large 
orbits around both stars of a more compact binary. The companion star is typically 
unresolved, limiting the precisions of many planet-finding techniques. 
1.1 Binary Stars 
It is generally accepted that the vast majority of stars that will become binaries have 
already established their binarity by the time that planets begin to form. Obser- 
vational support for this assumption comes from observations of young binary stars 
and protostars that have circumstellar and circumbinary disks of the type in which 
planets are thought to form around single stars. 
The study by Duquennoy and Mayor [I9911 has demonstrated that the frequency 
of binaries (BF) defined as 
BF = No. of MultiplesjTotal No. of Systems 
among field stars older than 1 gigayear (Gyr) is 57%. The studies of multiplicity of 
premain-sequence stars (PMS) in the Taurus and Ophiuchus star forming regions have 
shown that BF for systems in the separation range 1 to 150 AU is twice as large as that 
of the older field stars [Simon et al., 19951. Further investigations have concluded that 
BF is lower for young stellar clusters (and similar to BF of the field stars) and that the 
binary frequency for PMS seems to be anti-correlated with stellar density [Mathieu 
et al., 20001. Nonetheless, BF is very high for both field and premain-sequence stars 
and effectively binary formation must be a major component of the star formation 
studies. It is perhaps because our own solar system has only one stellar component 
that much focus has been placed on understanding star formation as a process that 
causes just one star to be formed, models of which produce an unresolved mystery 
concerning how angular momentum is dissipated from the new star. This problem 
of angular momentum dissipation is easily mitigated when stars form as multiples- 
excess angular momentum is transferred to orbital motion. If single stars form in 
multiples that are later disrupted, this proposed solution to the angular moment um 
transport problem can be applied generally. 
Similarly, one may conclude that the typical setting for the planet formation is 
probably that of a binary system and it may not be possible to assess the overall 
frequency of extrasolar planets without addressing the binary systems. Yet, current 
radial velocity (RV) surveys for extrasolar planets favor single stars. This bias is 
driven by the observing technique and since there is a growing evidence of the occur- 
rence of planets in binary and multiple stellar systems, one can no longer ignore the 
subject of their formation and properties. 
1.2 Extrasolar Planets 
Starting in the early nineties there have been three major developments in the field 
of sub-stellar objects: (1) the discovery of the first planetary system around another 
star, namely PSR 1257+12 [Wolszczan and Frail, 19921 (2) the discovery of the first 
confirmed brown dwarf, the companion to Gliese 229B [Nakajima et al., 19951, and 
(3) the disct:)very of a planet around a normal star [Mayor and Queloz, 19951. These 
discoveries have propelled major observational programs and the field of brown dwarfs 
and extra-solar planets has exploded [see summaries Basri, 2000, Perryman, 2000, 
hlarcy and Butler, 19981. Thus far, over a hundred extrasolar planets have been 
found by different groups using precise radial velocities 
[http: //vo.obspm. fr/exoplanetes/encyclo/encycl. 1 Schneider, 20031. 
The study of extrasolar planets has matured beyond the point of simply identi- 
fying planetary systems and now can explore deeper questions about the frequency 
of planetary systems, how planets form, and how far the range of planetary diversity 
extends. To start with, there are two extreme possibilities: planetary systems are 
rare (and essentially accounted for by the known systems) or planet formation is rich 
and diverse and the current sample is limited by observing techniques. The existence 
of an entire planetary system around a millisecond pulsar-PSR 1257+12-favors the 
second hypothesis. If so, the current sample selects those planets best identified by 
RV technique, namely planets with short orbital periods. Additional discoveries that 
support the hypothesis that planetary systems occur in a broad range of environments 
include giant; planets in orbits as short as one day [Torres et al., 2003], planets with 
large orbital eccentricities, the possible imaging of a planet orbiting a brown dwarf 
[Chauvin et al., 20041, and a planet system in a globular cluster [Sigurdsson et al., 
20031. 
1.3 Planets in Binaries 
Current theory is that planets form in and from material of dusty disks observed 
around young stars. Popular (professional) prejudice has it that planet formation is 
difficult or inhibited in binary or multiple stars because these disks might be more 
short-lived. However, ezghteen of the current sample of over a hundred extrasolar 
planets are in binary or multiple systems (see Figure 1-3). Given that multiplicity 
is the norm in the solar neighborhood [57%, Duquennoy and Mayor, 19911 and star- 
forming regions [Simon et al., 19951, the entire issue of planets in binary and multiple 
stars cannot be ignored. 
The radial velocity detections of planets in binary systems are quite surprising re- 
sults given that binary stars are often avoided by these surveys (because the secondary 
will contaminate the spectrum of the primary and thereby limit the measurement pre- 
cision). Since despite this bias planets are detected in stellar binaries, there is a well 
justified and important question of the occurrence and properties of planets in such 
systems. It has been recognized by Zucker and Mazeh [2002] who has noted that 
there may be a deficiency of "high" mass planetary companions with short period 
orbits around single stars whereas the opposite may be true for planets in binary sys- 
tems. Indeed, recent discoveries - a brown dwarf companion with an orbital period of 
1.3-day around the star HD 41004B (AB separation 21 AU) and the planet of G186A 
with mass (n-L sin i) of 4 M j ,  (binary orbital separation of 20 AU) - lend credence to 
this idea. 
1.3.1 Circumstellar and circumbinary disks 
One of the prime examples of the circumstellar disks in a binary system is the case 
of L1551 IRS 5. Rodriguez et al. [I9981 show that L1551 IRS 5 is a binary PMS with 
separation of 45 AU in which each component is surrounded by a disk (see Figure 
1-1). The radii of the disks are 10 AU and the estimated masses are 0.06 and 0.03 Ma, 
enough to  produce planets. Recently, McCabe et al. I20031 have spatially resolved 
mid-infrared scattered light from the prot oplanet ary disk around the secondary of the 
PMS binary HK Tau AB . The inferred sizes of the dust grains are in the range 1.5-3 
pm which suggests that the first step in the planet formation, the dust grain growth, 
has occurred in this disk. Altogether, there is ample evidence for the presence of disks 
in binary systems. Observational indicators such as excess emission at near-infrared 
to millimeter wavelengths but also spectral veiling, Balmer and forbidden emission 
lines and polarization suggest that disks can be found around each of the components 
(circumprimary and circunisecondary disks) as well as around the entire systems [cir- 
cumbinary disks, for a review see Mathieu et al., 20001. Specifically, millimeter and 
submillimeter measurements of dust continuum emission enable measurement of the 
total disk mass. These observations show that circumbinary disks may be reduced in 
size and mass but still are present even in close systems. The presence of circumbi- 
nary disks is observed at millimeter wavelengths around many PMS spectroscopic 
binaries. Such massive disks are however rare around wide binaries with separations 
1- 100 AU. This is reflected in theoretical calculations that predict circumstellar and 
circumbinary disks trunca'ted by the companions [Lubow and Artymowicz, 20001. 
The circumstellar disks have outer radii 0.2-0.5 times the binary separation while 
the circumbinary disks have the inner radii 2-3 times the semi-major axis of the bi- 
nary. Finally, the measurements of the infrared excess emission show no difference in 
frequency of the excess among binaries and single stars. It indicates that the circum- 
stellar material in binary systems may be similar in temperature and surface density 
to that in disks surrounding single stars [Mathieu et al., 20001. Hence it seems that 
with the current data at hand, planet formation in close binary systems is possible. 
1.3.2 Planet Format ion in Binaries 
The theories of planet formation in binary stellar systems are still at early stages. 
Two mechanisms proposed for giant planet formation in circumstellar disks-core ac- 
cretion and fragmentation via gravitational instabilities-make conflicting predictions 
about the formation rate of planets in binaries. This is primarily due to the differ- 
ences in formation timescales; core-accretion requires 1-10 million years as compared 
to thousand year timescales for gravitational collapse. Mayer et al. [2004] indicate 
that gravitational fragmentation models of planet formation predict different efficien- 
cies for giant planet formation in binaries than in single stars, whereas core-accretion 
models do not. It is argued that a stellar companion will disrupt protoplanetary 
disks on timescales shorter than required for core-accretion. Whitmire et al. (19981 
studied terrestrial planet growth in the circumprimary habitable zones in binary sys- 
tems. They considered a 4-body system of 2 stars and 2 planetesimals for which by 
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Figure 1-1: Very Large Array (VLA) map of the L1551 IRS 5 region at  7 mm [figure 
is from Rodriguez et al., 19981. 
varying binary parameters (semi-major axis, eccentricity, mass ratio) they were able 
to determine a critical semi-major axis of the binary below which the secondary does 
not allow a growth of planetesimals (planetesimals are accelerated by the secondary, 
the relative velocity of planetesimals is larger than critical and their collisions become 
destructive). Based on this criterion, they concluded that about 60% of nearby solar- 
type binaries cannot be excluded from having a habitable planet. Marzari and Scholl 
[2000] analyzed a Cen AB (semi-major axis of 23 AU, eccentricity of 0.52, mass ratio 
1.1/0.92), a prototype close binary system, and demonstrated that planetesimals can 
accrete into planetary embryos. Barbieri et al. [2002] continued the study and showed 
that planetary embryos can grow into terrestrial planets in about 50 Myr. Fragmen- 
tation models by Boss [I9981 claim that giant planet formation is enhanced by the 
presence of stellar companions-when no binary is present, the disk is more stable and 
less likely to fragment into planets. However, Nelson [2000] argues that gas heating 
causes both mechanisms to  fail to  produce planets in binaries of moderate separation 
(50 A.U.). Clearly, there is a lack of consensus and the planet formation theories 
would certainly benefit from observational constraints. 
1.3.3 Binary Planet Stability 
Theoretical work of planet formation in close binary systems is at  a rudimentary 
stage. Yet, as demonstrated by numerical studies [Holman and Wiegert, 19991, plan- 
ets (if formed) in binary systems can enjoy a wide range of stable orbits. There is 
a clear need to  supply observational constraints on the occurrence and orbital prop- 
erties of extrasolar planets in binary systems to  provide the key information for the 
theories of their formation. Unfortunately, it is well known that current RV surveys 
are biased against binary stars [e.g. see Patience et al., 20021. The radial velocity sur- 
veys exclude binaries with separations of less than 2 arcsecond to avoid the problem 
posed by the "contamination" caused by the second star [Vogt et al., 20001. Imaging 
and particularly coronographic surveys are similarly biased (mainly because current 
coronographs can suppress light from only one object in the field). 
The problem of stability of the planetary orbits in binaries has been recognized 
for a long time. Most often, it was approached with the aid of numerical studies 
of the elliptic restricted three-body problem. The orbital configurations considered 
include the so-called P-type (Planet-type, circumbinary orbits) , S-type (Sat ellit e- 
type, circumprimary or circumsecondary orbits) and L-type orbits (Librator-type, 
orbits around stable Lagrangian points L4 or L5 for the mass ratio p < 0.04). There 
are many papers concerning the stability of S-type motions [e.g. Benest, 2003, Pilat- 
Lohinger and Dvorak, 2002, Benest, 1996, 1993, 1989, 1988, Rabl and Dvorak, 19881. 
These studies concentrated on developing empirical stability criteria in the framework 
of the circular three-body problem [see e.g. Graziani and Black, 1981, Black, 1982, 
Pendleton and Black, 19831. The P-type motions have also been investigated [Pilat- 
Lohinger et al., 2003, Broucke, 2001, Holman and Wiegert, 1999]. Until now however, 
there is no observational evidence that they exist. The curious L-type orbits have 
also attracted the interest of researchers [see e.g. Laughlin and Chambers, 20021. 
Most of these studies have been performed by means of direct numerical integra- 
Figure 1-2: The relative population frequency of observed binary stars. Planets are 
most easily detected in nearby systems (within = 100 parsecs), for which the binary 
distribution peaks at separations on order of tenths of arcseconds. [Figure is from 
Duquennoy and Mayor, 19911. 
tions, excluding works by some authors, e.g., Pilat-Lohinger et al. [2003], who applied 
the FLI indicator (FLI, Fast Lyapunov Indicator). They have many limitations: most 
of the analytical works are done for circular binaries, numerical studies have been re- 
stricted to special mass ratios and the integration have been limited to fairly short 
times. Also, they are almost exclusively restricted to the framework of the three body 
problem. These drawbacks have been addressed in the recent, remarkable work by 
Holman and Wiegert [I9991 who studied a full range of mass ratios, eccentricities and 
long integration times (at least lo4 periods of the binary). They demonstrated that 
planets in binaries can enjoy a wide range of stable orbits. The stability criteria are 
most sensitive to the ratio of planet-binary semimajor axis; one can derive "observers' 
rules of thun:1bn from the collected theoretical work that P-type planets are stable if 
they have semimajor axis 3 times larger than that of the binary, and S-types are 
stable if they are in orbits closer than 117 the binary separation. 
1.3.4 Planet Frequency versus Binary Separation 
The lifetimes of circumstellar disks in binary systems are expected to decrease as the 
binary separation shrinks. Thus, one may set limits on the timescales over which gi- 
ant planet formation occurs by decreasing the separations of binaries in which planets 
are sought. This also allows one to search for any enhancements in formation rates 
due to increased disk turbulence that are predicted in some planet formation theo- 
ries. Finally, the distribution of separations of nearby binaries peaks at less than an 
arcsecond, a separation smaller than that easily probed by traditional high precision 
radial velocity techniques. 
There are also observational reasons for searching for planets in binaries. In 
particular, the binary companion makes a convenient nearby reference for astrometric 
observations. The chance of finding an unrelated but still bright reference star close on 
the sky to a target is small, which limits the number of targets available to astrometric 
study. Astrometry has several advantages over other techniques. While radial velocity 
observations can only set a lower limit on a companion mass, which is degenerate 
with orbital inclination, astrometry measures companion mass directly. Astrometry 
is also more sensitive to long period companions. The anticipated diversity in extra- 
solar system planets has driven astronomers and agencies to consider a multitude 
of discovery techniques. Each technique has its strengths. This complementarity of 
sensitivity is one of the principal motivations for the Keck Interferometer and the 
Space Interferometer Mission (SIM). 
1.4 PHASES: The Palomar High-precision Astro- 
metric Search for Exoplanet Systems 
The Palomar High-precision Astrometric Search for Exoplanet Systems (PHASES) 
is a search for S-type giant planets orbiting either star in 50 binary systems. The 
goal of this search is to detect or rule out planets in the systems observed and thus 
place limits on any enhancements of planet formation in binaries. This sensitivity- 
limited search may be extended to a more complete survey of up to 500 stars with an 
upgraded observational system. The method used to conduct this survey is described 
in chapter 2 of this thesis. Though the time span of the search does not yet allow 
us to detect planets, three years of future operation in this mode are anticipated. 
chapters 3, 4, and 5 each discuss a binary of interest studied with this method, The 
final chapter discusses techniques for detecting P-type planets; such a search would 
be complementary to PHASES. 
Distance to Binary [pc] 
Figure 1-3: The distribution of binaries from the PHASES sample compared to 
the three binaries with planets which have the smallest binary separation. The 2- 
arcsecond selection effect is visible. 
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Figure 1-4: A comparison of the performance of PHASES astrometric performance for 
detecting planets in sub-arcsecond binaries and radial velocity observations of wider 
systems. In the left graph, radial velocity and astrometry measurements can detect 
planetary companions in the phase spaces above the plotted curves. Astrometry is 
sensitive to  much lower mass planets near the habitable zone, and can be used to 
search for planets in binaries with much smaller physical separations. Note in the 
right graph that for several PHASES targets, the maximum stable planet period 
is less than three years; orbital stability plays a bigger role in these closely bound 
systems. 
Chapter 2 
Narrow Angle Astrometry 
A new observing method was developed to perform very high precision differential 
astrometry on bright binary stars with separations in the range of - 0.1 - 1.0 arcsec- 
onds. Typical measurement precisions over an hour of integration are on the order 
of 10 micro-srcseconds (pas), enabling one to look for perturbations to the Keplerian 
orbit that would indicate the presence of additional components to the system. This 
method of very-narrow-angle astrometry forms the basis of a search for extrasolar 
planets orbit,ing either stellar component of the binary. It is also used to measure 
fundamental properties of the stars comprising the binary, such as masses and dis- 
tances, useful for constraining stellar models at the level. This method forms 
the basis for the Palomar High-precision Astrometric Search for Exoplanet Systems 
(PHASES). 
2.1 Introduction 
Long-baseline optical interferometry promises high precision astrometry using mod- 
est ground-based instruments. In particular the Mark I11 Stellar Interferometer [Shao 
et al., 19881 and Navy Prototype Optical Interferometer [Armstrong et al., 19981 have 
achieved global astrometric precision at the 10 mas (1 mas = arcseconds) level 
[Hummell et al., 19941, while the Palomar Test bed Interferometer (PTI) [Colavit a 
et al., 19991 has demonstrated an astrometric precision of 100 pas (lpas = arc- 
seconds) between moderately close (30 arcsecond) pairs of bright stars [Shao and 
Colavit a, 1992, Colavita, 1994, Lane et al., 20001. While interferometric and astro- 
metric methods have proven very useful in studying binary stars, and have long been 
argued to be well-suited to studying extra-solar planets [Colavita and Shao, 1994, 
Eisner and Kulkarni, 2001], to date results using these techniques have been limited 
[Benedict et al., 20021. 
There are several reasons why it is desirable to develop viable astrometric planet- 
detection methods. Most importantly, the parameter space explored by astrometry is 
complementary to that of radial velocity (astrometry is more sensitive to larger sepa- 
rations). Second, unlike current radial velocity detections, astrometric techniques can 
be used to determine the orbital inclination of a planet. Finally, astrometry is par- 
Figure 2-1: 'The Palomar Testbed Interferometer as seen from the catwalk of the 
Palomar Hale 200" telescope. 
t icularly well -suited for studying binary stellar systems; such systems challenge other 
planet-finding techniques. For example, radial velocimetry can suffer from system- 
atic velocity errors caused by spectral contamination from the light of the second star 
[Vogt et al., 20001. Similar problems are faced by coronographic techniques, where 
the light frorn the second star is not usually blocked by the occulting mask. 
This chapter describes recent efforts to obtain very high precision narrow-angle 
astrometry using PTI to observe binary stars with separations less than one arcsecond, 
i.e. systems that are typically observed using speckle interferometry [Saha, 20021 or 
adaptive opt,ics. Such small separations enable astrometric precision on the order 
of 10 pas which, for a typical binary system in the PHASES target sample (binary 
separation of 20 AU), should allow detection of planets with masses down to  0.5 
Jupiter masses in orbits in the 2 AU range. This approach has been suggested [Traub 
et al.. 19961 and tried [Dyck et al., 1995, Bagnuolo et al.. 20031 before, though with 
limited precision. However, this work is unique in that it makes use of a phase-tracking 
interferometer; the use of phase-referencing [Lane and Colavita, 20031 removes much 
of the effect of atmospheric turbulence, improving the astrometric precision by a 
factor. of order 100. 
PTI is located on Palomar Mountain near San Diego, CA [Colavita et al., 19991. 
It was developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. California Institute of Technology 
for NASA, as a testbed for interferometric techniques applicable to the Keck Interfer- 
ometer and other missions such as the Space Interferometry Mission, SIM. It operates 
in the J (1.2pm),H (1.Gpm) and K (2.2pm) bands, and conibines starlight from two 
out of three available 40-crn apertures. The apertures form a triangle with two 87 
and one 110 meter baselines. 
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Figure 2-2: The response of an interferometer. The top two curves have been offset by 
2 and 4 for clarity. The widths of the fringe packets are determined by the bandpass of 
the instrument, and the wavelength of fringes by an averaged wavelength of starlight. 
The top curve shows the intensity pattern obtained by observing two stars separated 
by a small angle on the sky-the observable is the distance between the fringe packets. 
2.2 Optical Interferometers 
In an optical interferometer light is collected at two or more apertures and brought 
to a central location where the beams are combined and a fringe pattern produced 
on a detector (at PTI, the detectors are NICMOS and HAWAII infrared arrays, of 
which only a few pixels are used). For a broadband source of central wavelength X 
arid optical bandwidth AX (for PTI AX = 0.4pm), the fringe pattern is limited in 
extent and appears only when the optical paths through the arms of the interferom- 
eter are equalized to within a coherence length (A = X2/AX). For a two-aperture 
interferometer, neglecting dispersion, the intensity measured at one of the combined 
beams is given by 
sin (ax/A) 
sin (2ax/X) 
where V is the fringe contrast or "visibility", which can be related to the morphology 
of the source, and x is the optical path difference between arms of the interferometer. 
More detailed analysis of the operation of optical interferometers can be found in 









Figure 2-3: Power spectral density of the fringe phase as measured by PTI [Lane and 
Colavita, 20031. The phase PSD is best fit by a power law A(f)  K f-2.5, close to the 
the nominal -813 slope of Kolmogorov theory. Also shown is the effective PSD of the 
phase noise after phase referencing has stabilized the fringe. 
2.2.1 Interferometric Astrometry 
The location of the resulting interference fringes are related to  the position of the 
target star and the observing geometry via 
where d is the optical path-length one must introduce between the two arms of the 
interferometer to  find fringes. This quantity is often called the "delay." 3 is the 
baseline--the vector connecting the two apertures. 9 is the unit vector in the source 
direction, and c is a constant additional scalar delay introduced by the instrument. 
The term 6, (3, t )  is related to  the differential amount of path introduced by the 
atmosphere over each telescope due to  variations in refractive index. For a 100-m 
baseline interferometer an astrometric precision of 10 pas corresponds to knowing d 
to 5 nm, a difficult but not impossible proposition for all terms except that related to 
the atmospheric delay. Atmospheric turbulence, which changes over distances of tens 
of centimeters and on millisecond timescales, forces one to  use very short exposures 
(to maintain fringe contrast) and hence limits the sensitivity of the instrument. It 
also severely limits the astrometric accuracy of a simple interferometer, at least over 
large sky-angles. 
However, in narrow-angle astrometry one is concerned with a close pair of stars, 
and the observable is a differential astrometric measurement, i.e. one is interested in 
+ 
knowing the angle between the two stars (A, = 3 - 3). The atmospheric turbulence 
is correlated over small angles. If the measurements of the two stars are simultaneous, 
or nearly so, the atmospheric term subtracts out. Hence it is still possible to obtain 
high precision "narrow-angle" astrometry. 
2.2.2 Narrow-Angle Astrometry 
'Il-aditional interferometric narrow-angle astrometry [Shao and Colavita, 1992, Colavita, 
19941 promises astrometric performance at the 10- 100 micro-arcsecond level for pairs 
of stars sepa,rated by 10-60 arcseconds; it was first demonstrated with the Mark I11 
interferometer for short integrations [Colavita, 19941, was extended to longer integra- 
tions and shown to work at  the 100 micro-arcsecond level at PTI [Shao et al., 19991, 
and is expected to become operational at  the Keck Interferometer in 2010. However, 
achieving such performance requires simultaneous measurement of the fringe posi- 
tions of both stars, greatly complicating the instrument (two beam combiners and 
metrology tllroughout the entire array are required). In addition, the instrumental 
baseline 3 must be known to  high precision (= 100 microns). While this mode has 
been demonstrated on a limited basis at PTI, the addition of the metrology system 
severely limits the throughput of the instrument and hence the number of observable 
targets. 
For more closely spaced stars, it is possible to operate in a simpler mode. PTI 
has been used to observe pairs of stars separated by no more than one arcsecond. 
In this mode, the small separation of the binary results in both binary components 
being in the field of view of a single interferometric beam combiner. The fringe 
posit ions are measured by modulating the instrument a1 delay with an amplitude 
large enough to record both fringe packets. This eliminates the need for a complex 
internal metrology system to measure the entire optical path of the interferometer, 
and dramatically reduces the effect of systematic error sources such as uncertainty in 
the baseline vector (error sources which scale with the binary separation). 
However, since the fringe position measurement of the two stars is no longer truly 
simultaneous it is possible for the atmosphere to introduce path-length changes (and 
hence positional error) in the time between measurements of the separate fringes. 
To reduce this effect a fraction of the incoming starlight is redirected to a separate 
beam-combiner. This beam-combiner is used in a "fringe-tracking" mode [Shao and 
Stiaelin, 1980, Colavita et al., 19991 where it rapidly (10 ms) rneasures the phase 
of one of the starlight fringes, and adjusts the internal delay to keep that phase 
constant. The fringe tracking data is used both in real-time (operating in a feed-back 
servo, after which a small-but measurable--residual phase error remains) and in 
post-processing (the measured residual error is applied to the data as a feed-forward 
servo). This technique-known as phase referencing--has the effect of stabilizing the 
fringe measured by the astrometric beam-combiner. For this observing mode, laser 
metrology is only required between the two beam combiners through the location of 
the light split; (which occurs after the optical delay has been introduced), rather than 
throughout the entire array. 
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Figure 2-4: An example of how phase referencing stabilizes the fringe. Shown are 
plots of the fringe position seen by the a PTI fringe tracker with and without phase 
referencing. The two data sections were taken within 200 seconds of each other. The 
target star was HD 177724 (mK = 2.99, AOV). One detector was operated with 20 
ms sample times and open loop, i.e., measuring but not correcting the phase. In the 
first experiment, without phase referencing, the raw atmospheric phase fluctuations 
are observed. For the second data set plotted, a second beam combiner was operated 
in closed loop, with its phase information being applied to the open loop beam com- 
biner, reducing the phase fluctuations it observed. Note the jump near 20 seconds in 
the phase-referenced data; this is caused by mis-identification of the central fringe. 
This is easily detected and corrected during post-processing by measurements of the 
interferometer's group delay, or fringe phase versus wavelength. 
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Figure 2-5: Measured intensity in the detector as a function of differential optical 
path, for successive scans of the speckle binary system HD 44926. Each scan takes 
1.5 seconds to acquire. The fringe tracker was locked on to the bright star (around 0), 
while the second star produces a fringe pattern which starts at -40 pm and moves due 
to Earth rotation. Although the second fringe pattern is relatively faint, the effect of 
coherently co-adding 500-2000 scans produces a high signal-to-noise ratio in the final 
astrometric measurement. 
In making an astrometric measurement the optical delay is modulated in a triangle- 
wave pattern around the stabilized fringe position, while measuring the intensity of 
the combined starlight beams. The range of the delay sweep is set to include both 
fringe packets; typically this requires a scan amplitude on the order of 150 pm. Typ- 
ically one such "scan" is obtained every second, consisting of up to 1000 intensity 
sa,mples (the scan rate is limited by the source brightness and the requirement that 
> 2 samples are made per wavelength of scan amplitude). A double fringe packet 
based on eq. 2.1 is then fit to the data, and the differential optical path between fringe 
packets is measured. 
2.3 Data Reduction Algorithm 
The relative astrometric position is extracted from data such as that shown in Figure 
2-5 as follows. Observing a binary when its baseline projected separation (3 a) 
is of order the interferometric coherence length (z  20pm) or less is avoided due to 
potential biases associated with an imperfect template fringe packet. First, detector 
calibrations (gain, bias, and background) are applied to the intensity measurements. 
Next, a grid in differential right ascension and declination over which to search is 
constructed (in ICRS 2000.0 coordinates). For each point in the search grid the 
expected differential delay is calculated based on the interferometer location, baseline 
geometry, and time of observation for each scan. These conversions were simplified 
using the routines from the Naval Observatory Vector Astrometry Subroutines C 
Language Version 2.0 (NOVAS-C; see Kaplan et al. [1989]). A model of a double- 
fringe packet is then calculated and compared to the observed scan to derive a X2 
value; this is repeated for each scan, co-adding all of the X2 values associated with 
that point in the search grid. The final x2 surface as a function of differential R.A. 
and declination is thus derived. The best-fit astrometric position is found at the 
r n i n i r n ~ m - ~ ~  position, with uncertainties defined by the appropriate x2 contour- 
which depends on the number of degrees of freedom in the problem and the value of 
the x2-minimum. The final product is a measurement of the apparent vector between 
the stars and associated uncertainty ellipse. Because the data were obtained with a 
single-baseline instrument, the resulting error contours are very elliptical, with aspect 
ratios at times 2 10. 
2.3.1 Probability Distribution Function Sidelobes 
One potential complication with fitting a fringe to the data is that there are many 
local minima spaced at multiples of the operating wavelength. If one were to fit a 
fringe model to each scan separately and average (or fit an astrometric model to) 
the resulting delays, one would be severely limited by this fringe ambiguity (for a 
110-m baseline interferometer operating at 2.2pm, the resulting positional ambiguity 
is -- 4.1 milli-arcseconds). However, by using the x2-surface approach, and co-adding 
the probabilities associated with all possible delays for each scan, the ambiguity dis- 
appears. This is due to two things, the first being that co-adding simply improves 
the signal-to-noise ratio. Second, since the observations usually last for an hour or 
even longer, the associated baseline change due to Earth rotation also has the effect 
of "smearing" out all but the true global minimum. The final X2-surface does have 
dips separated by 4.1 milli-arcseconds from the true location, but any data sets for 
which these show up at the 40  level are rejected. The final astrometry measurement 
and related uncertainties are derived by fitting only the 40 region of the surface. 
2.3.2 Residual Unmonitored Phase Noise 
Unmonitored system phase noise affects the X2 surface in two ways. First, components 
of the phase noise that operate at frequencies faster than the scan rate cause the two 
fringe packets to be smeared an extra amount, and to first order this appears as extra 
noise in the intensity measurements. This affects the width of the X2 fit for each 
individual scan (which is designated om, the "measurement" noise), and thus appears 
directly in the co-added X2 contour. 
If instead the instrumental noise is much slower than an individual scan, it is 
essential "frozen into" the scan--for the duration of that scan, the stars really do 
appear to have a different separation than their true separation. The X2 surface for 
the fit to an individual scan takes the form 
where dj is the value of the star separation that minimizes f = X2, and n is the 
number of degrees of freedom of the fit (typical values for n are 400-1000; for this 
derivation, it suffices to assume a one-dimensional x2 surface as it has no curvature in 
the direction perpendicular to the sky-pro j ected baseline-only Eart h-rotation syn- 
thesis lifts this degeneracy). The low-frequency components of the phase noise cause 
daj to vary from do, the true star separation, by more than one expects from measure- 
ment noise alone. By taking many such scans, one can determine this instrumental 
scatter (which is designated as a,, the "instrument" noise for an individual scan) and 
add (in quadrature) the instrumental noise to the measurement noise, as 
where N is the number of scans ( N  is typically hundreds to thousands). 
Consider a function f (d - doj ) with centroid position doj ; this centroid position is 
distributed with probability 
One may naively hope that summing several instances of this function with vari- 
able do] together would properly add the instrumental and measurement noises in 
quadrature. However, the summation results in 
Even if one renormalizes so that the additive term equals n N  (i.e. multiply by n/ (n  + 
0:/0k)), this is still: 
Note the extra factor of n dividing 0:; this effectively underestimates the scan-to-scan 
instrumental noise by a very large amount-roughly 20x for typical PHASES data. 
Instead, the appropriate way to determine the scan-to-scan fit is by noticing that 
the minimum value of the co-added X 2  surface is greater than the total number of 
degrees of freedom nN by the amount: 
The quantity om is measured directly from the shape of the surface, which is un- 
changed, and the number of scans N is known. Thus, one can derive oi and apply it 
to the formal uncertainties. For 430 observations made from 2003-2005, the average 
value of a:/& was 1.43; values ranged from 0.0084 (for bright sources and good 
weat her conditions) to 7.2. 
Phase-referencing is used to decrease the amount of unmonitored phase noise dur- 
ing narrow-angle astrometry observations (see section 2.4.1) , but some residual phase 
noise remains (see Figure 2-3), so the correction outlined here must be applied to 
the astrometric data. Synthetic data have been constructed both with and without 
unmonitored phase noise of the actual spectrum observed, and the data reduction 
algorithm determines measurement uncertainties consistent with the actual scatters 
in the measurements between multiple synthetic data sets. Without the additional 
phase-noise correction outlined here, the formal uncertainties significantly underesti- 
mate the scatter in the results. 
2.4 Expected Performance 
The expected astrometric performance of the new observing mode is determined by 
several factors contributing measurement uncertainties and biases. These are sub- 
divided into three broad categories: (1) observations noise terms, which are funda- 
mental to  atmospheric turbulence and finite source brightness, (2) instrument a1 noise 
terms, which result from the design of the interferometer and the method in which 
the measurement is obtained, and (3) astrophysical noise terms, which result from 
the astrometric stability of the stars themselves. The size of each noise source is 
summarized in Table 2.1. 
2.4.1 Observational Noise 
In calculating the expected astrometric performance three major sources of error are 
taken into account: errors caused by fringe motion during the sweep between fringes 
(loss of coherence with time), errors caused by differential atmospheric turbulence 
(loss of coherence with sky angle, i.e. anisoplanatism), and measurement noise in the 
fringe position. Each is quantified in turn below, and the expected measurement 
precision is the root-sum-squared of the terms (Figure 2-6). 
2.4.1.1 Loss of Temporal Coherence 
The power spectral density of the fringe phase of a source observed through the 
atmosphere has a power-law dependence on frequency (Figure 2-3); at high frequencies 
Table 2.1 
Astrometric Noise Sources 
Source Section Typical Magnitude (pas) 
Temporal Decoherence 2.4.1.1 - 5  
.4nisoplanatism 2.4.1.2 0.2 
Photon Noise 2.4.1.3 3 
Differential Dispersion* 2.4.2.1 30 
Baseline Errors 2.4.2.2 < 10 
Fringe Template 2.4.2.3 1 
Scan Rate 2.4.2.4 1 
Beam Walk 2.4.2.5 0.5 
Global Astrometry 2.4.2.6 <<I  
Star spots 2.4.3.1 < 8t 
Stellar Granulation 2.4.3.2 < 3 
Table 2.1: Sources of astrometric noise. 
* Depends on color difference between binary components; for many targets, this is 
nearly zero, but for extreme color differences, this can be hundreds of pas. 
Photometric variability accompanies star spots, of a magnitude that is easily de- 
tected for astrometric signatures of 8 pas or larger. 
typically 
A(f ) f -a 
where cu is usually in the range 2.5-2.7. The effect of phase-referencing is to high- 
pass filter this atmospheric phase noise. In this case, the servo is an integrating servo 
with finite processing delays and integration times, with the residual phase error "fed 
forward" to  the second beam combiner [Lane and Colavita, 20031. The response of 
this system to  an input atmospheric noise can be written in terms of frequency (see 
Appendix A in Lane 2003) as 
where sinc(x) = sin(x)/x, fc is the closed-loop bandwidth of the fringe-tracker servo 
(for this experiment fc  = 10 Hz), Ts is the integration time of the phase sample 
(6.75 ms), and Td is the delay between measurement and correction (done in post- 
processing, effectively 5 ms). The phase noise superimposed on the double fringe 
measured by the astrometric beam combiner has a spectrum given by A( f )  H (f ) .  
The sampling of the double fringe packet takes a finite amount of time, first 
sampling one fringe, then the other. In the time domain the sampling function can 
be represented as a "top-hat" function convolved with a pair of delta functions (one 
positive, one negative). The width of the top-hat is equal to the time taken to sweep 
through a single fringe, while the separation between the delta functions is equal to 
the time to sweep between fringes. In the frequency domain this sampling function 
becomes 
S(f) = sin2(2.rr f ~ , ) s i n c ~ ( n f ~ , )  (2.10) 
where rP is the time taken to move the delay between stars ,Ad/vs, and T, is the time 
to sweep through a single stellar fringe, A/vs. us is the delay sweep rate. 
The resulting error in the astrometric measurement, given in radians by otc, can 
be found from 
where N is the number of measurements. It is worth noting that if phase-referencing 
is not used to stabilize the fringe, i.e. H( f )  = 1, the atmospheric noise contribution 
increases by a factor of x lo2-lo3. 
2.4.1.2 Anisoplanatism 
The performance of a simultaneous narrow-angle astrometric measurement has been 
thoroughly analyzed in [Shao and Colavita, 19921. Here the primary result for the case 
of typical seeing at a site such as Palomar Mountain is restated, where the astrometric 
error in arcseconds due to anisoplanatism (0,) is given by 
where B is the baseline (in meters), 6 is the angular separation of the stars (in 
radians), and t the integration time in seconds. This assumes a standard [Lindegren, 
1980] atmospheric turbulence profile; it is likely that particularly good sites will have 
somewhat (factor of two) better performance. 
2.4.1.3 Photon Noise 
The astrornetric error due to photon-noise (0,) is given in radians as 
where N is the number of fringe scans, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio of an 
individual fringe. 
2.4.2 Instrumental Noise 
There are several effects internal to the instrument that can contribute noise terms 
or biases to the astrometric measurements. Some could potentially vary on night-to- 
night timescales as the optical alignments vary on roughly these timescales. Others 
result from properties of the measurement design. 
Separation (mas) 
Figure 2-6: The expected narrow-angle astrometric performance in milli-arcseconds 
for the phasoreferenced fringe-scanning approach, for a fixed delay sweep rate, and 
an interferometric baseline of 110 m. There are three primary sources of astrometric 
error in this method: angular anisoplanatism [Shao and Colavita, 19921, temporal de- 
coherence [Lane and Colavita, 20031, and photon noise. Also shown is the magnitude 
of the temporal decoherence effect in the absence of phase referencing, illustrating 
why stabilizing the fringe via phase referencing is necessary. 
2.4.2.1 Differential Dispersion 
The path compensation for the geometric delay at PTI is done with delay lines in air 
and without dispersion compensators. At near-infrared wavelengths, air introduces a 
wavelength-dependent index of refraction given by [Cox, 20001 
where X is the vacuum wavelength in pm, p is the air pressure, p, is the partial 
pressure of water vapor, ps = 1.01325 x lo5 Pa, T is the temperature, and T' = 
288.15 K. The fringe packets of astrophysical sources are dispersed by an amount 
that depends on the difference in air paths between arms of the interferometer; this 
changes the shape and overall location of the fringe packets. If two stars are in the 
same beam and are identical in color, the change in location is common to  both and 
cancels; similarly, the distortions of the fringe packets are common and cancel to  first 
order in a differential measurement. 
If, however, the two stars are of differing colors, each will be dispersed by a 
slightly different amount, and their apparent separation will be biased. The shift in 
the apparent position of each star's fringes can be approximated by evaluating the 
dispersion a t  the effective mean wavelength of the star in the passband. The effective 
mean wavelength is given by multiplying the instrumental bandpass by the stellar 
spectrum. For an order-of-magnitude estimate of the effect of differential dispersion, 
one can model the instrumental bandpass as a tophat function passing wavelengths 
2 - 2.4pm (nominal K-band) and the stellar spectra as blackbodies. The shifts in 
apparent positions for several spectral types over 40 meters of differential air path (a 
maximum amount for PTI) are given in Table 2.2. Note that for G5-K5 binaries, the 
amount is 35.8 pas and for B5-A5 it is 30.6 pas. For much more extreme color ratios, 
the effect can be as large as 150.6 pas for B5-M5 binaries; the PTI sample does not 
include such systems, as their high contrast ratios prevent observation in the mode 
described. 
Because the stars are often observed at  the same hour angles from one night to 
the next (and thus the delay positions are relatively common between nights), this 
effect introduces a much smaller scatter than that listed in the table. However, it may 
introduce biases in the stellar separations, and introduce scatter between observations 
taken in multiple baselines (for which the delay positions differ). These biases and 
scatters are of order the amounts given in Table 2.2. 
The binaries in the observation sample are generally of components with equal 
brightnesses and thus similar colors. No hour-angle dependent biases significant on 
the level of the precision of the observations are observed (see section 2.5.1). This 
effect is likely to  be important for traditional narrow angle astrometry methods at 
the Keck Interferometer or Very Large Telescope Interferometer, which aim to use 
field stars as astrometric references for nearby stars, and reference and target will 
Figure 2-7: Schematic of the shift in fringe positions due to dispersion (the effect has 
been exaggerated for clarity). The vacuum (no dispersion) interferograms are plotted 
with solid lines; those dispersed by air with dotted lines. 
(top) Dispersion shifts the point of zero optical path difference for a star, due to 
different amounts of air path in each arm of the interferometer (the effective optical 
path difference measured as if in vacuum). 
(middle) The dispersion shift for stars of equal colors are equal and cancels; the mea- 
sured separation is the same. 
(bottom) Stars of unequal colors are shifted by slightly different amounts by dis- 
persion, and the resulting measured separation is different. For very extreme color 
differences, tbe shift can be hundreds of pas. 
Not shown are the shape distortions to interferograms. 
Table 2.2 
Differential Dispersion 
Spectral Effective Effective K-band (n - 1) ( n  - nF5)  ( n  - nF5) Error vs. 
Type Temperature (K) Wavelength [pm] x lo4 x lo9 x 38m [nm] F5 [pas] 
0 5  44500 2.1763 2.729232 0.93 35.4 73 
B5 15400 2.1772 2.729229 0.66 25.0 51 
A5 8200 2.1785 2.729225 0.25 9.7 20 
F5 6440 2.1794 2.729223 0.00 0.0 0 
G5 5770 2.1799 2.729221 -0.14 -5.4 11 
K5 4350 2.1815 2.729217 -0.61 -23.3 48 
M5 3240 2.1839 2.729210 -1.32 -50.3 103 
Table 2.2: Effect of color-dependent differential dispersion. Stellar temperatures are 
for dwarf stars, from Carroll and Ostlie [1996]. All numbers are for zero water vapor 
pressure, pw = 0. Increasing water vapor pressure to  pw = p, increases the astrometric 
effect by a factor of roughly 20%. 
often have very different colors. A PTI upgrade to install dispersion compensators is 
planned for summer 2005 to  address this noise source. 
2.4.2.2 Baseline Errors 
The baseline vector used in the differential delay equation to determine astrometric 
quantities is derived by inversion of the delay equation from the fringe locations of 
point-like sources with known global astrometric positions. Uncertainties and vari- 
ability of the baseline vector are sources of differential astrometry uncertainties via 
the differential delay equation. An incorrect baseline model would show up as an 
hour-angle dependent error term that would potentially increase night-to-night scat- 
ter beyond that predicted by the formal uncertainties; this is easily tested by dividing 
data sets within single nights into multiple sets by hour angle range and comparing 
results, as in Figure 2-12. 
No evidence of hour-angle dependent error terms is seen in the PHASES data, sup- 
porting evidence that the baseline models are correct. As shown in Figure 2-8, except 
for a few outliers (likely due to  using point sources with poor global astrometry values 
or a night's observation only covering a small range of hour angles or declinations) 
the night-to-night drift in baseline model solutions are less than 1 mm in North-South 
and East-West directions for the two baselines used for PHASES observations (NS 
and SW baselines; the NW baseline is not used). The Up-Down dimension is stable 
to  a few millimeters in both cases; this scatter is likely due to  limited measurement 
precision rather than actual baseline variability, implying that it can be improved by 
averaging several nights' values. 
The amount by which a baseline error of z affects a differential astrometry mea- 
surement is determined as follows. To maintain the same observed differential 
delay between stars, the differential delay equation requires that 
where o s  is the astrometric error caused by baseline error s. Canceling like terms 
and assuming 03 is less than the other terms simplifies this to 
The vector is tangent to the celestial sphere; only that component which is 
not perpendicular to the baseline is actually measured (this measured component of 
the separation is referred to as 6 s )  and only its uncertainty (gas) is thus applicable. 
The angle between these measured components and the baseline vector is given by 
the target's zenith angle z ;  this is always kept to less than 45 degrees. Of course, the 
baseline uncert,ainty vector 4 need not be oriented with 3 itself; its components 
o~~ and 0 8 ~ ~  tangent to and a ~ ,  normal to the Earth (also referred to as the "U" 
component) are introduced. Substituting into eq. 2.16 gives the relationship between 
baseline error an astrometric error as 
where 4 is an angle determined by the hour angle and declination of the target. 
On rearranging terms, the fractional astrometric measurement uncertainty due to 
baseline uncertainties is 
0 6 s  - 
- - 
oBX cos 4 + sin 4 + OB, tan 2 
- (2.18) 
6 s  IBI 
For IBI = 100 meters and z < 45 degrees, baseline uncertainties of 2 mm cause 10 pas 
errors in a the astrometry for a binary with projected separation 6 s  = 0.5 arcseconds. 
Though the measured component of A S  continually varies as the Earth rotates the 
baseline vect,or, the above derivation is true at any given instant. Earth rotation 
causes errors to appear in both astrometric dimensions. 
2.4.2.3 Fringe Template 
Because the astrometric measurement is differential between the two stars, it is rel- 
atively insensitive to the model fringe template. The fringe model used in the as- 
trometric analysis was determined by observing interferograms of single stars. An 
effective bandpass was constructed from an incoherent averaging of the periodograms 
of many such interferograms, and applied to the data. This effective bandpass is only 
an approximation for most stars, as there are variations in source temperature and 
spectra. However, reanalysis with several different fringe models shows variations 
only at the single pas level. 
2.4.2.4 Scan Rate and Earth Rotation 
Earth rotation causes variable projection of the binary separation on the interferome- 
ter baseline vector. The details of the variability depend of the observatory location, 
sky position of the target binary, and the orientation of the baseline vector, but 
for order-of-magnitude estimations, can be approximated as a sinusoid with period 
Figure 2-8: Solutions for the three PTI baseline vectors. The three baselines at  
PTI are named "NS", "NW", and "SW" due to their rough orientations. Each is a 
three dimensional vector, which is given by components in the "East" (East-West), 
"North" (North-South), and "Up" (Up-Down) directions (the first two are tangent to 
the Earth, the last is perpendicular). Horizontal axes are time in Modified Julian Days 
(MJD), vertical axes is baseline length in meters. Lines represent average baseline fits 
used for data reduction presented in this thesis; point with error bars represent a given 
night's baseline solution. The baseline solutions are derived from the observed delay 
positions of single-star sources with known global astrometric positions via inversion 
of equation 2.2. The y-axis tic marks in each plot are all 10 mm. Note that the 
scatter in the "Up" dimension is much larger than the other dimensions; this is due 
to preferential observing of targets overhead. The baseline solution used for data 
analysis was a weighted average of the solutions plotted. Note also that the "NW" 
baseline was not used for data presented in this thesis. 
of one day ;md amplitude equal to the total binary separation (assumed to be 500 
nlilli-arcseconds) : 
As = 500 mas x cos (2ntlday) . (2.19) 
The differential delay rate is given by the first derivative of this equation with respect 
to time, converted from sky angle to delay length by the interferometer's resolution. 
This differential delay rate is about 20 nm per second, or 5 nm (10 pas) in the 
(typically) 250 milliseconds required to scan between the fringe packets. Roughly 
an equal number of scans are obtained in each scan direction (to within lo%), and 
this effect cancels to first order (to the same level, 10% or 1 pas). However, curva- 
ture in the differential delay motion does not cancel; it is given by the second time 
derivative of the projected separation and is roughly 1.4 x nm sM2 (less than 3 
nano-arcseconds per square second). Thus the differential delay rate is small enough, 
and the measurement rate fast enough, that the finite measurement rate does not 
contribute significant uncertainties. 
2.4.2.5 Beam Walk 
The interferometer telescopes image a sky field and then recollimate the beam into a 
pupil plane. Through this process, light from two stars separated on the sky by angle 
a will be partially sheared with respect to each other and will proceed to illuminate 
slightly different parts of the optics that guide the light to the detector. Starlight 
in a recollimated beam that originated from different sky positions will also develop 
relative shea,r equal to the path travelled multiplied by their angular separation (see 
Figure 2-9). To the extent that the optics are imperfect (i.e. have rough surfaces), 
the light from each star will travel slightly different path-lengths from telescope to 
detector. This process is known as beam walk. 
Colavit a (19981 has determined the extent to which beam walk introduces astro- 
metric errors. These calculations are reviewed here. 
The surface qualities of mirrors can be defined by measuring the power spectra 
Ur(f) of their surface deviations z ( r )  from perfectly flat. The power spectra can be 
modeled as by a power law 
with f the spatial frequency in cycles across the optic and f, a cutoff frequency 
(necessary for normalization) defined such that half of the wavefront variance is above 
that frequency. The total wavefront variance over the optic is w2, which is determined 
by 
w2/2 = 2n/f:W ( f )  fdf  
which evaluakes to 
Typical values are f, = 1, a = 2.5; the optics at PTI have quality w = A,/20 
(eval~at~ed at A, = 633 nanometers). 
f 
tel f ) FSM 
Figure 2-9: Three instances where beam walk can occur, causing stars at  slightly 
different sky angles to illuminat e different parts of optical elements. 
(top) Shear introduced at  the telescope by focusing and recollimating the beam. 
"FSM" stands for the "Fast Steering Mirror", which provides tip-tilt (first-order adap- 
tive optics) correct ions and recollimates t he light after t he telescope. 
(second from top) Shear within a collimated beam over large optical paths. 
(second from bottom) Shear at  focus of delay line optics (DL, the movable mirrors 
that provide optical delays). 
(bottom) The shear of two beams by amount A, causing only partial overlap. 
The shear of two equal sized beams (e.g. the light from two stars) illuminating an 
optic gives an average differential longitudinal path E given by their overlap integral 
across the optic. Define the relative diameters of the starlight beams to the optic as 
L) (with relative area A = 7rD2/4), and the ratio of the size of the shear to the optic 
as A. 
= 2 / (1 - cos (2a 7 .X)) ( Jl ( ~ i  D)) w (7) df 
x f D  
= 4n (1 - Jo (27r f A))  / 
where f, = 1 and a = 2.5 are assumed in the final three simplifications. The final 
two versions assume A << D. 
The first place where beam walk may occur is within the telescope itself. The beam 
is collimated at the telescope primary, focused by the primary, and recollimated to a 
0.075 m beam by the 0.1 m diameter ( D  = 0.75) "Fast Steering Mirror" (FSM; this 
mirror corrects for tip-tilt wavefront errors across the telescope (low-order adaptive 
optics)). The distance from primary mirror to the FSM is the sum of their focal 
lengths. 4.75 m. The beam walk over 0.1 arcsecond (4.8 x radians) is thus 
2.3 pm, and A = 2.3 x Beam walk on the FSM thus contributes an astrometric 
error of 0.002 pas. 
The relative angles of starlight in the recollimated beam are increased by a factor 
of the ratio of the primary mirror and FSM focal lengths (5.33), thus light from 
sky locations separated by 0.1 arcseconds has a differential angle of 0.533 arcseconds 
(2.6 x radians). This recollimated beam from the FSM travels through light pipes 
to the beam combining laboratory, where movable mirrors add a variable amount of 
delay. This total travel is of order 50 meters; the mirrors are typically O.lm diameter 
(1) = 0.75). The beam walk over 0.533 arcseconds is 130prn (A = 1.3 x low3), 
which contril-lutes an astrometric error of 0.13 pas. There are a few mirrors along this 
path, and the total astrometric error would be determined by considering the optical 
qualities of all optics and adding the effects in quadrature. Because this beam walk 
is so small, the sum total of these remains negligible. 
The movable mirrors are comprised of a parabolic mirror of focal length 1.07 m 
and a small (= 0.01 m) flat mirror located at its focus. Collimated light is directed 
to one side of the parabola, focused onto the flat mirror, then recollimated by the 
parabola's other side. On the flat mirror, the (diffraction-limited) beam diameter is 
only 2.44X f / d  = 77 pm (D = 0.0077), where X is the operating wavelength of light, f 
is the parabola's focal length, and d is the collimated beam diameter (0.075 m) . The 
beam walk is 2.8 pm (A = 2.8 x The flat mirror contributes an astrometric 
error of 0.16 pas from beam walk. It is concluded that beam walk does not contribute 
significant measurement errors. 
2.4.2.6 Global Astrometry Errors 
Uncertainty in the global position of a target binary on the celestial sphere couples 
into the differential astrometric measurement. Errors in right ascension are equiva- 
lent to measurement timing errors; declination uncertainties have similar effects. The 
order of magnitude of this effect can be derived as follows: the fractional error in 
global astrometry (error in arcseconds divided by total number of arcseconds in a 
sphere) is roughly equal to the fractional error in differential astrometry separation 
vector (astrometric error divided by binary separation). A one arcsecond global as- 
trometry error causes differential astrometric errors of less than one pas for binaries 
of separation one arcsecond or less. Typical uncertainties in global astrometry are 
much less than an arcsecond, with 10 milli-arcseconds being a much more common 
value. Effects such as stellar aberration (20 arcseconds) are accounted for in the 
PHASES data reduction software; if ignored, these could cause significant differential 
astrometry uncertainties. 
2.4.3 Astrophysical Noise 
There are potential sources of apparent astrometric motion in the target stars that 
are not due to unseen companions but rather to processes within the stars themselves. 
These include star spots and stellar granulation. 
2.4.3.1 Star spots 
The maximum shift in the center-of-light of a star caused by star spots are evalu- 
ated with a model comprised of a uniform stellar disk (radius R) except for a zero- 
temperature (non-emitting) circular region of radius r tangent to the edge of the 
stellar disk (i.e. centered at  x = R - r, y = 0). The center of light is displaced by: 
d- R ~ T ~ - ( X - R + ~ ) ~  
J ~ R  J- J- xdydx - h - 2 ~  J - d r 2 - ( x - ~ + r ) 2  xdydx 
xc - 
- 
R RT (R2 - r2) 
The presence of star spots can be confirmed through photometric measurements 
simultaneous with astrometric observations. The non-emitting spots in this model 





= I - -  
Fo R2 
where Fo is the star's flux when no spots are present. Equations 2.28 and 2.29 provide 
a relationship between the apparent astrometric and photometric shifts caused by star 
spots. 
The largest possible astrometric shift by a star spot is given by evaluating a slightly 
different model. In this case, the star spot fills the (non-circular) area from the star's 
edge to a chord at distance so from the star's true center. The astrometric shift is 
with corresponding photometric variations of 
For stars of typical radius 1 milli-arcsecond, the simplified model gives a roughly 
linear relationship of 0.8 micro-arcsecond of astrometric shift per milli-magnitude 
of photometric variability. Photometric variations of these scales can be monitored 
by small ground-based telescopes. The timescale of these variations is on order the 
rotation rate of a star (days to weeks). 
2.4.3.2 Stellar Granulation 
St,ellar granulation causes photometric variability of subsections of a star's surface. 
Averaged over the whole of the stars surface, these photometric variations can cancel 
to large extent and the intrinsic variability of the star remain small, though with a 
large astrometric uncertainty. Svensson and Ludwig [2004] showed that the effects of 
stellar granulation are independent of a star's radius but are strongly correlated with 
surface gravity, and provide values for the astrometric effects in white light. 
For stars wit,h very low surface gravities (i.e. red giants), astrometric perturbations 
ca,n be quite large--as much as 300 pas/D [pc]. Red giants within 100 parsecs are 
overresolved by PTI and cannot be observed, thus even for these stars this effect is 
negligible. For main sequence stars, the effect is closer to 0.1 pas/ D [pc]. 
Maximum Astrometric Errors from Large Starspots 
AM (Magnitudes) 
Figure 2-10: The maximum effect of star spots on astrometric measurements versus 
the photometric variations they cause. 
2.5 Demonstrated Performance 
2.5.1 Intranight Repeatability 
Intranight repeatability was explored by dividing each night's data sets into subsets 
and comparing the astrometric fits. The subsets were analyzed with the standard 
data reduction pipeline, again keeping only those for which only one maximum in the 
likelihood function is found at the formal uncertainty 40 level (this requirement is 
met less often for these subsets as there are less data to remove the fringe ambiguity). 
Two methods of dividing a night's measurements were explored: first, the scans 
were grouped by even and odd numbered scans (creating two interwoven data sets), 
second, the scans were divided in half by hour angle (creating two back-to-back data 
sets). Three target systems were tested in each case. Note that dividing the scans 
by odd- and even-numberings does not have the effect of dividing the scans by scan 
direction-on occasion scans are skipped due to low SNR or loss of fringe lock by 
the phase-referencing beam combiner, which serves to randomize the scan direct ions 
between the even and odd sets. 
The distributions of the x2-determined probability of agreement for the interwoven 
subsets are shown in Figure 2-11; those for the hour-angle divided sets are in Figure 2- 
12. The one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) significance probability for the subsets 
agreeing on intranight timescales are given in Table 2.3. The distribution of values 
for this K-S metric show the astrometric quantities determined from the subsets agree 
at the level expected by their formal uncertainties, and the data scatter is consistent 
K-S Test: Interwoven Data Sets 
0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Probability of Agreement 
Figure 2-1 1: K-S test to detect intranight scatter beyond that predicted by the formal 
measurement uncertainties. Each night's data set was divided into two subsets each 
with half the scans of the night, and the fits' results compared with X2 metric. In this 
test, the subsets were interwoven-odd numbered scans were evaluated separately 
from even numbered scans. 
on intranight timescales. 
2.5.2 Distributions of Delay Residuals 
As previously mentioned, the signal-to-noise ratio of any individual scan is too low 
to allow for unique identification of the projected separations of the two stars-x2 
model fitting of fringe packets for two stars has multiple local minima separated 
by the fringe spacing and the correct global minima is only determined through 
evaluating many scans. After each data set has been analyzed, each scan's X2 fit 
ca,n be reevaluated for projected separations within one wavelength of that predicted 
by the best-fit astrometric solution. The minimum point of this limited-domain x2 
function (which is also the "correct" global minimum) is found and its distance from 
the best-fit predicted projected separation is recorded. In this way the scatter in the 
basic observable (the differential delays) is recovered on a scan-by-scan basis. These 
delay residuals appear to be Gaussian-distributed with average standard deviation 
of 180 f 10 nm scan-;, corresponding to a 3 nm = 6 pas uncertainty over an hour 
integration (= 3600 scans). This agrees well with the formal uncertainties determined 
by the standard data reduction algorithm. 
K-S Test: Subdivided by Hour Angle 
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Probability of Agreement 
Figure 2-12: K-S test to  detect intranight scatter beyond that predicted by the formal 
measurement uncertainties. Each night's data set was divided into two subsets each 
with half the scans of the night, and the fits' results compared with X 2  metric. In 
this test, the subsets were divided by hour angle-the first half of a night's scans for 
a given target were evaluated separately from the second half of the scans. Note that 
even for HD 176051, which does have an appreciable color difference between primary 
(GOV) and secondary (KlV) (for which differential dispersion may introduce scatter), 
the fits agree to within the formal uncertainties. 
Table 2.3 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov Probability of Agreement 
Star Even-Odd Subsets Hour-Angle Based Subsets 
HD 171779 0.1885 0.9998 
HR 176051 0.5341 
HD 202275 0.1458 
HD 207652 0.6110 0.9943 
- -  
Table 2.3: K-S test to  detect intranight scatter beyond that predicated by the formal 
uncertainties. A night's observation was subdivided into two subsets in one of two 
ways: first, the scans were grouped by even and odd numbered scans (creating two 
interwoven data sets), second, the scans were divided in half by hour angle (creating 
two back-to-back data sets). In each case, three target systems were chosen for 
analysis in this manner. The K-S probability of agreement is shown for each set 
(values range from zero to  one, low values indicate the subsets do not agree within 
the formal uncertainties). 
Astrometry Residuals Histogram 
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Figure 2-13: Histograms of differential delay model residuals on a scan-by-scan basis 
for several nights of data on multiple binaries. One nm corresponds to roughly 2.1 
micro-arcseconds; each histogram contains on order 2000 scans. Also plotted is a 
best-fit Gaussian distribution for the histogram with the most scans. 
2.5.3 Allan Variances 
Though histograms of delay-model residuals show the differential-delay measurements 
are Gaussian-distributed, if the measurements are correlated with each other the num- 
ber of independent measurements would be over-estimated and the formal uncertain- 
ties underestimated (for example, an unmonitored change in delay path at  frequencies 
lower than the scan rate could cause correlations between successive scans). The Al- 
lan variance is a statistical quantity to determine the degree of correlation between 
 measurement,^ within a data set [cf. Thompson et al., 20011. It is calculated by com- 
paring a data set with a time-lagged version of itself. The Allan variance 0; at  lag k 
scans is 
1 
0; (k) = 
2 ( N  + 1 - k) n=o m=O 
where N is the total number of scans and yi is the residual model separation for scan 
i (these are tl-le same residuals used to make the histograms in Figure 2-13. The Allan 
variance of a datla set with white (uncorrelated) noise decreases as G. No correlations 
are seen in the Allan variances--the noise is white over all st at ist ically-significant lag 
intervals. 
PHASES Residuals Allan Variances 
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Figure 2-14: Allan variances of differential delay model residuals, plotted versus num- 
ber of scans, for several nights of data on multiple binaries. The model lines show 
the expected Allan variances for uncorrelated measurements that yield precisions of 
1, 3, 10, and 30 micro-arcseconds in an hour of observation (x 3600 scans). 
2.5.4 Internight Repeatability 
At the level of precision of these differential astrometry measurements, orbital evo- 
lution of the target binary systems is measurable on timescales of days. Thirty-six 
binaries have been observed with this mode, eighteen of which have been observed six 
or more times and have also not previously been identified as having more than two 
stellar components (see Table 2.4). Orbital models consisting of low-order polynomi- 
als or Keplerian orbits (whichever model fit best was used) were fit to the differential 
astrometry for these eighteen binaries. These fits show scatter beyond the formal as- 
trometric uncertainties on internight timescales. The median factor of disagreement 
between the single-night (formal) uncertainties ( N  10pas) and night-to-night fits is 
found to be 3.32 (w  33pas). 
While the cause of this disagreement has been identified as occurring on timescales 
on order of a day, the source itself has not yet been identified. Figure 2-15 indicates 
possible slight correlations between the excess scatter and both differential magnitude 
and sky separation. Differential magnitude is generally related to differential color for 
stars of similar evolutionary state; this correlation may indicate differential dispersion 
is indeed contributing to excess scatter. 
The slight correlation with sky separation may be related to a complicated cou- 
pling of longitudinal and lateral dispersions. Longitudal dispersion is due to dif- 
ferences in the air path between the arms of the interferometer; resulting in color- 
dependent solutions to the delay equation, eq. 2.2. Lateral dispersion (i.e. in a di- 
rection perpendicular to the beam path) can be introduced by imperfect optics that 
act as prisms by some (small) amount, introducing color-dependent lateral shifts at 
the detector. Because light from the two stars in the binary only partially overlap 
on the detector pixel, the portion of the (laterally dispersed) light which is sampled 
by the pixel will differ, the stars will appear to be of different colors, and errors sim- 
ilar to those from differential dispersion will occur (note that no error occurs if the 
longitudinal dispersion is zero). This effect varies with binary separation. 
A dispersion compensator upgrade for PTI is being developed for summer 2005 to 
correct the variations in longitudinal dispersion. It is anticipated that this upgrade 
will remove tlhe correlations between the night-to-night repeatability and differential 
color and sky separations. 
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While the night-to-night agreement is not yet at the level of the intranight un- 
certainties, it is at the precision required to find Jupiter mass companions to these 
binary systems. Three years of additional funding for PTI operations has recently 
been granted by NASA for continued operation of the PHASES differential astrome- 
try program, beginning in 2005; this should allow enough time coverage of PHASES 
ta,rgets to allow detection of planets, should they exist. The two years of PHASES 
observations thus far completed are not yet enough for a planet-finding campaign, 
but do allow detailed studies on several of the binary systems themselves. Three of 













Figure 2- 15: Scale factor a of disagreement between the intranight uncertainties and 
night-to-night repeatability plotted versus six quantities that vary between targets. Only 
those eighteen systems for which six or more observations have been made and that are not 
previously known to contain spectroscopic subsystems are plotted. The values of = 18 
for HD 221673 and HD 60318 are outliers and may be evidence of previously unknown short 
period subsystems; alternatively, these two binaries have the smallest formal uncertainties 
and these might indicate a noise floor due to systematic error sources such as baseline mea- 
surement. (Top Left) Span in days of the observations. (Top Right) V - K color. (Middle 
Left) Number of observations. (Middle Right) Median value of intranight uncertainty el- 
lipse minor axis. (Bottom Left) Differential magnitude between binary components; this 
quantity is generally related to color difference for stars of similar evolutionary state. For 
5 systems, K-band differential magnitudes are not available. (Bottom Right) Median sky 
separation. No strong correlations are observed, though slight correlations of a with 
differential magnitude and separation are observed. It is possible that more than one effect 
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Figure 2-16: Nine PHASES targets observed over multiple nights, showing night- 
to-night orbital motion of the binary systems. Because the Nort h-Sout h oriented 
baseline has been used for the majority of the observations, the differential declination 
direction is generally closely aligned to the minor axis of the differential astrometry 
error ellipse. Scatter about the orbital models is typically of order 3 times larger than 
the formal uncertainties. 

Chapter 3 
PHASES High Precision 
Differential Astrometry of 6 
Equulei 
6 Equulei is among the most well-studied nearby binary star systems. Results of its 
observation have been applied to a wide range of fundamental studies of binary sys- 
tems and stellar astrophysics. It is widely used to calibrate and constrain theoretical 
models of th.e physics of stars. Twenty-seven high precision differential astrometry 
measurements of b Equulei from PHASES have been made. The median size of the 
minor axes of the uncertainty ellipses for these measurements is 26 micro-arcseconds 
(pas). These data are combined with previously published radial velocity data and 
other previously published differential astrometry measurements using other tech- 
niques to produce a combined model for the system orbit. The distance to the system 
is determined to within a twentieth of a parsec and the component masses are deter- 
mined at the level of a percent. The constraints on masses and distance are limited 
by the precisions of the radial velocity data; plans to improve this deficiency and the 
outlook for further study of this binary are outlined. 
The contents of this chapter have been submitted to the Astronomical Journal 
for publication with authors Matthew W. Muterspaugh, Benjamin F. Lane, Maciej 
Konacki, Bernard F. Burke, M. M. Colavita, S. R. Kulkarni, and M. Shao. 
3.1 Introduction 
The study of' 6 Equulei as a binary star has lasted nearly 200 years. In the early 1800s, 
William Herschel's (mistaken) listing of it as a wide binary (with what F'riedrich 
Struve later proved to be an unrelated background star) brought it to the attention 
of many astronomers. While making follow-up observations to support his father's 
claim that the proposed pair were only an optical double, Otto Wilhelm von Struve 
in 1852 found that while the separation of the optical double continued to grow (to 
32" ), the point-spread-function of 6 Equulei itself appeared elongated. He concluded 
that 6 Equulei itself is a much more compact binary. (It is perhaps interesting to 
note that the Struve family's study of the system continued through 1955, when Otto 
Struve and K. L. Franklin included the system in a spectroscopic study.) 
6 Equulei (7 Equulei, HR 8123, HIP 104858, HD 202275, ADS 14773) is among 
the most well-studied nearby binary star systems. It is particularly useful to studies 
of binary systems and stellar properties as it is close (d = 18.4 pc), bright (V = 4.49, 
K = 3.27), and can be studied both visually (semi-major axis roughly a quarter of an 
arcsecond) and spectroscopically (spectral classes F7V+F7V, K -- 12.5 km s-l) in a 
reasonable amount of time (P -- 5.7 years); Mazeh et al. [I9921 found only 23 binaries 
within 22 pc with periods less than 3000 days and spectra that were nearly solar 
(spanning types F7-G9, classes IV-V, V, and VI) . As such, it is regularly included in 
statistical surveys of binary systems [see, for example, Heacox, 1998, Hale, 19941 and 
fundamental stellar properties such as the mass-luminosity relationship, calibrating 
photometric parallax scales, tabulating the H-R diagram of the solar neighborhood, 
and constraining models of stellar atmospheres [see, for example, Lastennet et al., 
2002, Eggen, 1998, Castelli et al., 1997, Smalley and Dworetsky, 1995, Boehm, 1989, 
Habets and Heintze, 1981, Popper, 19801. These applications depend upon accurate 
knowledge of the components' physical properties and the system's parallax. 
Previously, the visual orbit models (and thus evaluation of the total system mass 
and orbital parallax) of 6 Equulei have been limited by differential astrometry with 
relative precisions on order of a few percent. The recently developed method for 
ground-based differential astrometry at the 10 pas level for sub-arcsecond ("speckle") 
binaries has been used to study 6 Equulei over the 2003-2004 observing seasons. 
These measurements represent an improvement in precision of over two orders of 
magnitude over previous work on this system. These new data,, an updated three- 
dimensional model of the system, and the physical properties of the component stars 
are presented. The observations were taken as part of the Palomar High-precision 
Astrometric Search for Exoplanet Systems (PHASES). 
3.2 Observations and Data Processing 
3.2.1 PHASES Observations 
6 Equulei was observed with PTI on 27 nights in 2003-2004 using the observing mode 
described in Lane and Muterspaugh [2004] and in chapter 2 of this thesis. For 6 
Equulei, the typical scanning rate in 2003 was one scan per second and four intensity 
measurements per ten milliseconds; these values were doubled in 2004. The typical 
scan amplitude was 100 microns. An average of 1700 scans were collected each night 
the star was observed over a time span of 30 to 90 minutes. 
The differential astrometry measurements are listed in Table 3.1, in the ICRS 
2000.0 reference frame. A Keplerian fit to the PTI data using the formal uncer- 
tainties found the minimized value of reduced X: = 14.46, implying either that the 
uncertainty estimates are too low by a factor of 3.8 or the (single) Keplerian model is 
not appropriate for this system. Several possible sources of excess astrometric scatter 
have been evaluated. The maximum effect of starspots is evaluated as approximately 
8 pas of scatter per 10 millimagnitudes of photometric variability, a level not observed 
in 6 Equulei (Hipparcos photometry shows a scatter of only 4 millimagnitudes [van 
Leeuwen et al., 19971). The delay lines at PTI are in air rather than vacuum, introduc- 
ing longitudinal dispersion to the system and color-dependent variations to the points 
of zero optical delay. Because the components of 6 Equulei are equal temperature, 
this effect cancels in a differential measurement. 
The uncertainty values listed in Table 3.1 have been increased by a factor of 3.8 
over the formal uncertainties; these increased values are used in fits presented in this 
paper, in order that this data set can be combined with others. At this time it is found 
that more complicated models (such as adding additional unseen system components) 
do not produce better fits to the PTI data. The rescaled (raw) median minor- and 
major-axis uncertainties are 26 (6.8) and 465 (122) pas. The rescaled (raw) mean 
minor- and major-axis uncertainties are 35 (9.2) and 1116 (294) pas. 
3.2.2 Previous Differential Astrometry Measurements 
Previously published differential astrometry measurements made with other methods 
have been collected. Most of these measurements were tabulated by Hartkopf et al. 
[2004] in the Fourth Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars, though 
several additional measurements (particularly those made by micrometer measures) 
had to be researched from the original sources. In two cases discrepancies between 
the unc,ertainties listed in the Fourth Catalog and the original sources were found (the 
1977.8811 point by Morgan et al. [I9801 and that from 1983.9305 by Bonneau et al. 
[1984]); in each case the uncertainties listed in the original work are used. Several 
data points listed without uncertainty estimates in the Fourth Catalog were found 
to have uncertainty estimates listed in the original works, in which case those values 
were used. 
Most of the previous differential astrometry measurements were published with- 
out any associated uncertainties. To allow these to be used in combined fits with 
other data sets, average uncertainties were determined as follows. The measurements 
were separated into subgroups by observational method and each set was analyzed 
individually; the first group included eyepiece and micrometer observations, and the 
second contained interferometric observations, including speckle, phase-grating, aper- 
ture masking, and adaptive optics. The uncertainties were first estimated to be 10 
milli-arcseconds in separation and 1 degree in position angle. A Keplerian model was 
fit to the data, and residuals in separation and position angle treated individually to 
update the estimates and outliers removed. This procedure was iterated until uncer- 
tainties were found consistent with the scatter. The 66 visual data points used have 
average uncertainties of 37.2 milli-arcseconds in separation and 3.53 degrees. The 58 
int erferometric data points used have average uncertainties of 5.92 milli-arcseconds 
a'nd 1.59 degrees. 
A Keplerian model was fit to the data points for which uncertainty estimates 
were available to determine whether these were systematically too large or too small, 
a'nd to find outliers. Because there were only four visual/micrometer measurements 
with published uncertainties, these were not treated as a separate group. There 
Table 3.1 
PHASES data for 6 Equulei 
Table 3.1: All quantities are in the ICRS 2000.0 reference frame. The uncertainty 
values presented in this data have all been scaled by a factor of 3.8 over the formal 
(internal) uncertainties within each given night. Column 6, q5,, is the angle between 
the major axis of the uncertainty ellipse and the right ascension axis, measured from 
increasing differential right ascension through increasing differential declination (the 
position angle of the uncertainty ellipse's orientation is 90 - 4,). The last column 
is the number of scans taken during a given night. The quadrant was chosen such 
that the larger fringe contrast is designated the primary (contrast is a combination 
of source luminosity and interferometric visibility). 
were 42 interferometric measurements with published uncertainty estimates. The 
uncertainty estimates were found to be systematically too small; this fact or was larger 
in position angle than in separation. Upon iteration, it was found that the separation 
uncertainties for these 46 data points needed to be increase by a factor of 1.71 and 
the position angle uncertainties by 2.38. 
3.2.3 Radial Velocity Data 
Radial velocity data that has previously been published by Dworetsky et al. [I9711 
and Popper and Dworetsky [I9781 at Lick Observatory, Hans et al. [I9791 at the 
Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DAO), and Duquennoy and Mayor [I9881 from 
CORAVEL have also been collected. The Lick and DAO datasets were published 
without absolute uncertainty estimates but with relative weights assigned. Each data 
set were fit independently to a Keplerian model and the scatter in the residuals 
was used to determine the absolute uncertainties; The Lick Observatory unit weight 
uncertainty is 0.35 km s-' (one measurement is marked by the authors as poor, and 
is given half weight) ; the DAO unit weight uncertainty is 0.41 km s-' , with the data 
set consisting of both unit weight and half weighted measurements. A fit of the 
CORAVEL data to a Keplerian model showed excess scatter beyond the level of the 
formal uncertainties; a scale factor of 1.527 has been applied to those uncertainties 
to allow these data to be combined with the other sets for simultaneous fits. 
3.3 Orbital Models 
The first correct orbital solution for S Equulei was that of Luyten [1934a], and is 
consistent with the modern orbit. van de Kamp and Lippincott [I9451 measured the 
astrometry of the binary photocenter (center of light) and derived its first photocentric 
orbit. Their measurements yielded a measure of the mass ratio of 0.508:0.492 f 0.016 
(van de Kanlp [I9541 later also derived individual masses of 1.96 and 1.89 Ma with 
the same method, values which are too large due to an underestimated parallax). 
The first spectroscopic orbit was by Dworetsky et al. [1971], providing a mass ratio of 
roughly 1.044. Finally, a full three-dimensional model for the system was determined 
by Hans et acl. [1979]. Since that time, several more orbital solutions have been offered 
[see, for example, Starikova, 1981, Duquennoy and Mayor, 1988, Hartkopf et al., 1996, 
Soderhjelm, 1999, Pourbaix, 20001. 
Three model parameters for the system velocity V, are introduced, one correspond- 
ing to each observatory from which radial velocity data is obtained. This allows for 
instruniental variations; in particular, Hans et al. [I9791 notes a potential zero-point 
discrepancy of 500 m s-' in data sets. Having fit each data set independently to cor- 
rect uncertainty estimates, all are combined into a simultaneous fit to best determine 
system parameters. The results are listed in Table 3.2 and plotted in Figure 3-1. 
Each fit was repeated several times varying the set of non-degenerate parameters 
used in order to obtain uncertainty estimates for a number of desired quantities. 
The fit to radial velocity data alone was fit once using a sini and R = Ml/M2 as 
parameters, and again replacing these with K1 and K2, the velocity amplitudes. 
Similarly, the combined fits were repeated replacing parameters {a, R) with the sets 
{M = MI + M2, R) and {MI, M2). Quantities in the combined fit that were derived 
from other parameters are listed separately at the end of Table 3.2. 
Despite spanning less than a year (a sixth of the orbit), the PHASES data by 
themselves are able to constrain many orbital parameters better than previous ob- 
servations. We note in particular that the orbital angles are very well constrained. 
However, the relatively short time coverage of the PHASES data presents strong 
degeneracies between the system period, eccentricity, and semi-major axis, which in- 
creases the fit uncertainties to levels much larger than one would expect given the 
precision of the astrometry. If, for example, one holds fixed the period and eccen- 
tricity at the fit values, the uncertainty in semi-major axis drops from 3200 to 92 
pas. It is noted that the PHASES-only fit results in values of period, eccentricity, 
and semimajor axis that agree with previous fits at only the 30 level. As mentioned, 
these parameters are degenerate with each other in the PHASES-only fit, thus it is 
not surprising that all are discrepant at the same level. The PHASES measurements 
do agree well enough to be included in a combined fit. By adding just the radial 
velocity measurements to the fit, the degeneracies are lifted, the fit parameters agree 
well with previous results, and most orbital parameters are constrained at a fractional 
level of lov4. 
The reduced X: of the combined fit to PHASES, radial velocity, and previous 
differential astrometry data is 1.17. This combined set represents 329 data points 
(each with 2 degrees of freedom); the model has 12 parameters meaning the fit has 
646 degrees of freedom. This value for X: is slightly higher than one would expect, 
but this is likely due to the manner in which the uncertainties had to be derived. 
All parameter uncertainties have been increased by a factor of to reflect this 
difference. 
The addition of the previous differential astrometry to the combined model does 
little to improve the fit. The combined fit is limited by the precision of the radial veloc- 
ity observations. Using the technique for obtaining high precision radial velocimetry 
on double line spectroscopic binaries using an iodine cell reported in Konacki [2004], a 
campaign to obtain such data has been started to better constrain the orbital model, 
component masses, and system distance. The PHASES program will also continue 
to observe 6 Equulei so that the combination of high precision radial velocities and 
differential astrometry can be used for a comprehensive search for giant planets or- 
biting either star. Simulations show collecting ten radial velocity measurements with 
20 ms-' precisions during the 2005 observing season will improve the constraints on 
the component masses by a factor of two. 
6 Equulei Previous Astrometry 6 Equulei PHASES Astrometry 
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Figure 3-1: The orbit of 6 Equulei. The dimensions of the uncertainty ellipses plotted 
for the PHASES measurements have been stretched by a factor of 3.8 as discussed in 
the text. The high ellipticities of PHASES uncertainty ellipses are caused by use of a 
single baseline interferometer coupled with the limited range of hour angles over which 
6 Equulei could be observed (due to  limited optical delay range at  PTI). For clarity, 
only previous astrometry measurements for which all dimensions of the uncertainty 
ellipses are smaller than 50 milli-arcseconds are plotted. The system center-of-mass 
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Early attempts to measure the parallax of 6 Equulei suffered from systematic errors 
due to its binary nature until Luyten determined a model for the visual orbit. In 
the same paper that van de Kamp and Lippincott determined the first orbit of the 
6 Equulei photocenter, they determined a trigonometric parallax of 48 f 5 milli- 
arcseconds. 
The best current values for the trigonometric parallax of 6 Equulei are given 
by Gatewood [I9941 as an average of ground based observations (54.2 f 0.93 mill- 
arcseconds) and from the Hipparcos mission (a binary-orbit corrected parallax of 
54.32 f 0.90 milli-arcseconds is reported [Soderhjelm, 19991). The combined orbit a1 
solution using PHASES differential astrometry and previously published radial ve- 
locity nieasurernents provides the best estimate of orbital parallax, at 54.39 f 0.15 
milli-arcseconds, in good agreement with the trigonometric values and the previous 
best orbital parallax of 55 f 0.67 milli-arcseconds [Pourbaix, 20001. The orbital par- 
allax determination is limited by the precision of the radial velocity measurements; 
simulations show that the high precision radial velocity observations planned for the 
next observing season will improve the precision by a factor of two. 
3.5 System Age 
The measured apparent V magnitude for the system is reported as 4.487f 0.02 by the 
Simbad astronomical database. Combining this value with the measured AV between 
the stars of 0.09f 0.04 measured by ten Brummelaar et al. [2000] using adaptive optics 
on the Mt. Wilson 100" telescope and the distance determined by our orbital model, 
the components are found to have absolute magnitudes of Vl = 3.87 f 0.028 and 
V2 = 3.96 f 0.029. These values are combined with the stellar evolution models of 
Girardi et al. [2000] to determine the system age. The system's nletallicities (in solar 
units) of [Z/H] = -0.07 [Gray et al., 20031 and [Fe/H] = -0.07 [Nordstrom et al., 
20041 most closely match Girardi et al.'s isochrone for stars of solar metallicity. The 
system age is log t = 9.35'::i5 (-- 2.2 f 0.6 Gyr). The relevant isochrones are plotted 
in Figure 3-2. 
3.6 6 Equulei and PHASES 
6 Equulei is a sample system discussed in the S-type (orbiting just one stellar com- 
ponent of a binary) planet stability studies of Rabl and Dvorak [I9881 and Holman 
and Wiegert [1999]. The numerical simulations of Rabl and Dvorak determined that 
planets were st1able around either star if their orbital semi-major axis were 0.68 AU 
(P = 0.34 year) or smaller; an additional semi-stable region existed out to 0.86 AU. 
The conclusion of Holman and Wiegert was that the regions of stability were of size 
0.67 AU (P = 0.43 years; they assumed slightly different values for the component 
masses) around the primary and 0.66 AU around the secondary (P = 0.42 years). 
Figure 3-2: Isochrones for stars of near-solar metallicities as functions of stellar mass 
and absolute magnitude. Isochrones shown are separated by log t = 0.05. Also 
plotted are the properties of the two components of 6 Equulei. The system age is 
log t = 9.352;::,. 
From these studies, a stable region of roughly AU around each star in which planets 
could be found is assumed. 
No obvious periodicities are found in the fit residuals, which are plotted in Figures 
3-3, 3-4, and 3-5. Periodograms of the PHASES fit residuals show no clear peaks 
between one and 180 days. An attempt was made to refit the PHASES data using 
a double-Keplerian model; each attempt was initialized with seed values for the wide 
Keplerian portion equal to the values found for the single Keplerian fit, with 3500 
different starting values between one and 200 days for the period of the narrow portion 
(secondary Keplerian). The final value for the reduced X: was never found to fall below 
12.69, which is not significantly different from the value from the single Keplerian 
model of 14.46; because several seed periodicities produced X: near the 12.69 level, it 
is concluded this slight dip is a result of random noise and the data sampling function. 
There are no periodic signals in our residuals at the level of 100pas, at least along 
the average minor axis of the PHASES uncertainty ellipses. At this conservative level 
one can conclude that there are not additional companions of mass 
P -2 M 11.5 ( -  Jupiter Masses. 
month 
The orbit of a third body could be hidden if it happens to be high inclination and 
coaligned with the major axis of our uncertainty ellipses. A more thorough analysis of 
the fit residuals and better constraints on companion masses will be part of a future 
investigation. 
3.7 Conclusions 
The high precision differential astrometry measurements of the PHASES program 
are used to constrain the distance to 6 Equulei more than four times more precisely 
than previous studies, despite covering only a sixth of the orbit. The orbital par- 
allax agrees well with the trigonometric one determined by Hipparcos observations. 
Whereas characterization of the system was previously limited by the precisions of 
differential astrometry measurements, it is now limited by the radial velocity obser- 
vations. Continued monitoring of this nearby standard binary will be useful to search 
for additional system components as small as a Jupiter mass in dynamically stable 
orbits. 
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Figure 3-3: Residuals for PHASES differential astrometry of 6 Equulei. The error 
bars plotted have been stretched by a factor of 3.8 over the formal uncertainties as 
discussed in the text. The high ellipticity of the uncertainty ellipses causes neither the 
right ascension nor the declination uncertainties to be near the precision of the minor 
axis uncertainties, which have median uncertainty of 26 pas. Due to the roughly 
North-South alignment of the baseline used for 24 of the 27 measurements, our more 
sensitive axis was typically declination. The bottom left plot shows the residuals along 
a direction that is 154 degrees from increasing differential right ascension through 
increasing differential declination (equivalent to position angle 296 degrees), which 
corresponds to the median direction of the minor axis of the PHASES uncertainty 
ellipses. Because the orientation of the PHASES uncertainty ellipses varies from night 
to night, no single axis is ideal for exhibiting the PHASES precisians, but this median 
axis is best aligned to do so. The bottom right plot shows residuals along the minor 
axis of each measurement's uncertainty ellipse. 
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Figure 3-4: Residuals for previous differential astrometry of 6 Equulei. Four points 
from the 1850's by Otto Wilhelm von Struve are not plotted, though they also fit 
well. 
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Figure 3-5: Residuals for radial velocimetry of 6 Equulei, from three observatories. 
Chapter 4 
PHASES Differential Astrometry 
and Iodine Cell Radial Velocities of 
the K Pegasi Triple Star System 
K Pegasi is a well-known, nearby triple star system. It consists of a "wide" pair with 
semi-major axis 235 milli-arcseconds, one component of which is a single-line spectro- 
scopic binary (semi-maj or axis 2.5 milli-arcseconds) . Using high-precision differential 
astrometry and radial velocity observations, the masses for all three components are 
determined and the relative inclinations between the wide and narrow pairs' orbits 
is found to he 43.8 f 3.0 degrees, just over the threshold for the three body Kozai 
resonance. The system distance is determined to 34.64 f 0.22 parsec, and is consistent 
with trigonometric parallax measurements. 
The contents of this chapter have been submitted to the Atstrophysical Journal 
for publication with authors Matthew W. Muterspaugh, Benjamin F. Lane, Maciej 
Konacki, Sloane Wiktorowicz, Bernard F. Burke, M. M. Colavita, S. R. Kulkarni, and 
M. Shao. 
4.1 Introduction 
K Pegasi (10 Pegasi, ADS 15281, HR 8315, HD 206901; V = 4.1, K = 3.0) is 
comprised of two components, each with F5 subgiant spectrum, separated by 235 
milli-arcseconds (here referred to as A and B; for historical reasons, B is the brighter 
and more massive-this distinction has been the cause of much confusion). Both 
components A and B have been reported as spectroscopic subsystems (A is in fact only 
a single star; B is confirmed as a double and the brighter component is designated as 
Ba, and the unseen companion as Bb). An additional component, C is well separated 
from the other members of the system (13.8 arcseconds) and is faint; this may be 
optical (physically unrelated) and is not relevant to the present analysis. 
Burnham [I8801 discovered the sub-arcsecond A-B binary in 1880. Since this 
discovery, a number of studies have been carried out to determine the orbit of A-B and 
to search for additional components. Campbell and Wright [1900] reported a period 
and semimajor axis for the A-B pair of 11 years and 0.4 arcseconds, respectively, and 
that the brighter of the stars is a spectroscopic binary with a period "that seems to be 
about six days." Luyten [1934b] combined all previous observational data to produce 
a visual orbit between components A and B and a spectroscopic orbit for Ba with 
period 5.97 days (he interchanged the designations A and B; here his results have 
been converted to the convention previously mentioned). His work also discredited 
previous claims that the line of apsides of Ba-Bb varied with the period of the A-B 
system. Luyten derived a mass for component A of 1.9 Ma and a combined mass 
for the Ba-Bb subsystem of 3.3 Ma. Additionally, because there are no observed 
eclipses in the Ba-Bb system, he concluded that the maximum possible mass ratio 
MBa: MBb is 3: 1. Beardsley and King [1976] obtained separate spectra for components 
A and B. Their observations confirmed that component B is a 5.97 day single-line 
spectroscopic binary, and also suggested that A was a spectroscopic binary with 
period 4.77 days. Barlow and Scarfe 119771 showed that additional observations did 
not support a subsystem in component A, and suggested that the observations of 
Beardsley and King suffered from mixed spectra of components A and Ba. 
Mayor and Mazeh [I9871 have published the most recent spectroscopic orbit for the 
Ba-Bb subsystem, as well as several measurements of the radial velocity of component 
A, which also did not confirm the proposed 4.77 day velocity variations. Mayor 
and Mazeh appear to switch naming conventions for components A and B several 
times in their paper. They report a mass ratio '(MA: MB = 1.94 & 0.6"; this is 
counter to the tradition of n Pegasi B being the more massive star, though they later 
indicate that it is component B that contains the 5.97 day spectroscopic binary. The 
most recent visual orbit for system A-B was published by Soderhjelm using historical 
data combined with Hipparcos astrometry [Soderhjelm, 19991. Because the period 
is relatively short and Hipparcos was capable of wide-field astrometry, estimates for 
the parallax (27.24 f 0.74 mas), total mass (4.90 Ma), and mass ratio of components 
A and B (MB :MA = 1.76 f 0.11, in inverse agreement with Mayor & Mazeh) were 
also possible. Historically, dynamical measurements of the component masses and 
parallax have been poorly determined for K Pegasi due to a lack of radial velocity 
measurements for component A (and Bb), which leave these quantities degenerate. 
This chapter reports astrometric observations of the A-B system with precisions 
that allow for detection of the center of light (CL) motion of the Ba-Bb subsystem. 
These astrometric measurements were obtained as part of PHASES, which aims to de- 
tect planets orbiting either component of fifty sub-arcsecond binaries. High-precision 
iodine-cell radial velocity measurements of n Pegasi A and Ba obtained with Keck- 
HIRES are also presented, and a combined double Keplerian, three-dimensional or- 
bital model for the n Pegasi system is determined. This model allows determination 
of all three component masses and the distance to the system to within a few percent. 
4.2 Orbital Models 
Basic models have been applied to the astrometric data. The simplifying assumption 
was made that the Ba-Bb subsystem is unperturbed by star A over the timescale of 
the observing program, allowing the model to be split into a wide (slow) interaction 
between star A and the center of mass (CM) of B, and the narrow (fast) interaction 
between stars Ba and Bb. The results presented in this paper result from modeling 
both the A-B and Ba-Bb motions with Keplerian orbits. 
In general, one cannot simply superimpose the results of the two orbits. The 
observable in PHASES measurements is the separation of star A and the CL of the 
Ba-Bb subsystem. Because the CL of Ba-Bb, the CM of Ba-Bb, and the location 
of star Ba are generally all unequal, a coupling amplitude must be added to the 
combined model. This coupling amplitude measures the relative size of the semi- 
major axis of the Ba-Bb subsystem to that of the motion of the CL of the Ba-Bb 
subsystem. 'I'he sign of the superposition is determined by the relative sizes of the 
mass and luminosity ratios of the stars Ba and Bb. As an example, if the CL is 
located between the CM of Ba-Bb and the location of star Ba, the motion of the CL 
will be in opposite direction to the vector pointing from Ba to Bb. For a subsystem 
with mass raIticb MBb/MBa and luminosity ratio LBb/LBa, the observed quantity is 
where r a  is the model separation pointing from star A to the CM of B, and r F  
is the model separation pointing from star Ba to star Bb. Including this coupling 
term for astrornetric data is important when a full analysis including radial velocity 
data is made. The light-time effect for the finite speed of light across the A-B orbit 
is included in computing the model of the Ba-Bb orbit. 
Alternatively, one can directly combine a model of the A-B system with a model 
of the motion of the CL of Ba-Bb. For purely astrometric data such a model is 
appropriate. 111 this case, there is no sign change for the Ba-Bb CL model, and no 
extra coupling amplitude is required. This model is used to fit purely astrometric 
data sets. 
- -  
Yobs = TA-B + rBa-Bb,c.O.~. (4.2) 
4.3 Observations and Data Processing 
4.3.1 PHASES Observations 
The PHASES measurements have excess scatter about a fit to the double Keplerian 
model given by eq. 4.2. Either a scaling factor of 6.637 or a noise floor at 142 pas 
is required to produce a X: of unity for the PHASES-only orbit; these values are 
much larger than observed in other PHASES targets. Because the PHASES analysis 
has been shown to be consistent on intranight timescales, it is concluded that this 
excess scatter rn~ist occur on timescales longer than a day. Model fit residuals of the 
PHASES measurements do not show periodic signals, implying the excess scatter is 
not the result of an additional system component. 
Two effects might explain the excess scatter in the PHASES measurements. First, 
significant variability of either component Ba or Bb would alter the CL position. 
Hipparcos photometry shows total system photometric scatter only at  the level of 4 
milli-magnitudes [van Leeuwen et al., 19971 ; in the extreme case that this scatter were 
entirely due to  variability of component Bb, the astrometric signal would only be of 
order 35 pas. The Hipparcos range in photometric variability is 20 milli-magnitudes; 
variability on this scale would produce astrometric shifts of scale larger than the 
observed noise floor, but would require Bb to be an extremely variable star. 
A second explanation for the excess scatter may be that the model (equation 4.1) 
is not quite the proper model for PHASES observations of triple star systems. In 
particular, the location of the phase-zero for the Ba-Bb subsystem is not exactly that 
of its CL; due to the interferometer's fringe response function, the coupling factor is 
non-linear and approaches the CL approximation for small separations. If the com- 
panion were faint (in this case, a white dwarf), this effect would be negligible and the 
phase-zero would just be the location of component Ba. If this effect is significant in 
the K Pegasi system one might expect to see large amounts of night-to-night scatter 
in the interferometric visibility ratios between the A and B fringe packets. Unfortu- 
nately, the interferograms are much too noisy to allow detection of what is expected to  
be less than a 4% effect (at the level of the interferogram signal to noise, no scatter is 
observed in the PHASES interferograms). In comparison to  recent PHASES work on 
the V819 Herculis triple system [Muterspaugh et al., 2005a, also this thesis, chapter 
51, this effect is more significant for K Pegasi because the baseline-projected Ba-Bb 
subsystem separation is sometimes of order the interferometer resolution (the V8 19 
Herculis Ba-Bb subsystem semimajor axis is much smaller and the CL approximation 
is more appropriate). 
For these reasons, PHASES observations are likely better suited to studying plan- 
ets in binary systems than they are for studying triple star systems. The proposed 
processes would introduce a noise-floor to the astrometric measurements rather than 
a scaling to  be applied to all uncertainty estimates. Orbital solutions for the triple 
system were twice computed; once with all PHASES uncertainties increased by a 
6.637 scale factor, and again by imposing a 142 pas noise-floor on the PHASES un- 
certainties. Differences in the fit parameter values represent the systematic errors. 
The PHASES differential astrometry measurements are listed in Table 4.1, in the 































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.3.2 Previous Differential Astrometry Measurements 
Previously published differential astrometry measurements made with other methods 
have been collected. Most of these measurements were tabulated by Hartkopf et al. 
[2004] in the 'Fourth Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars, though 
several additional measurements (particularly those made by micrometer measures) 
had to be researched from the original sources. In two cases discrepancies were found 
between the uncertainties listed in the Fourth Catalog and the original sources (the 
1982.595 and 1982.852 measurements, both from Tokovinin [1983]); in each case the 
uncertainties listed in the original work were used. Several data points listed without 
uncertainty estimates in the Fourth Catalog were found to have uncertainty estimates 
listed in the original works, in which case those values were used. 
A Keplerian model was fit to the data points for which uncertainty estimates 
were available to determine whether these were systematically too large or too small, 
and to find outliers. Because there were only eight visual/micrometer measurements 
with published uncertainties, these were not treated as a separate group. There 
were 38 interferometric measurements with published uncertainty estimates. The 
uncertainty estimates were found to be systematically too small; this fact or was larger 
in position angle than in separation. Upon iteration, it was found that the separation 
uncertainties for these 46 data points needed to be increase by a factor of 1.1 and 
the position angle uncertainties by 2.22. A double Keplerian model (as in eq. 4.2, 
to allow for the Ba-Bb subsystem) does not improve the fit; the measurements are 
insensitive to this small signal. 
Most of the previous differential astrometry measurements were published without 
any associated uncertainties. To allow these to be used in combined fits with other 
data sets, the average uncertainties were determined as follows. The measurements 
were separated into subgroups by observational method and each set was analyzed 
individually; the first group included eyepiece and micrometer observations, and the 
second conta,ined interferometric observations, including speckle, phase-grating, aper- 
ture masking, and adaptive optics. The uncertainties were first estimated to be 10 
milli-arcseconds in separation and 1 degree in position angle. A Keplerian model was 
fit to the data, and residuals in separation and position angle treated individually 
to update the estimates and outliers removed. This procedure was iterated until 
uncertainties were found consistent with the scatter. Again no improvements were 
seen in fitting to a double Keplerian model. The 88 visual data points used have 
average uncertainties of 28.1 milli-arcseconds in separation and 7.76 degrees in posi- 
tion angle. The 36 interferometric data points used have average uncertainties of 2.8 
milli-arcseconds and 1.1 degrees. 
While these previous differential astrometry measurements were generally made 
at different observing wavelengths than the PHASES K-band measurements, their 
precision is low enough that the wavelength dependency of the Ba-Bb CL is negligible. 
4.3.3 Iodine-cell Radial Velocity Data 
Twenty radial velocity measurements for component A and thirty for component 
Ba were obtained with an iodine gas cell reference using the HIRES spectrometer 
on the Keck telescopes, using the method described in Konacki [2004]. The formal 
uncertainties of these velocity measurements agree relatively well with scatters about 
simple models. The component A velocity uncertainties need to be increased by a 
multiplicative factor of 1.073 to fit a simple linear model (a + bx, x is time) with 
goodness of fit XT = 1. The component Ba velocities were fit to a single-Keplerian 
model representing the Ba-Bb orbital motion combined with a quadratic equation 
for the CM velocity, which accounts for A-B motion. The component Ba velocity 
uncertainties must be increased by a multiplicative factor of 1.184 to fit with X; = 1. 
These measurements are listed in Table 4.2; the uncertainties presented have already 
been increased by these amounts. The average velocity uncertainty for the (spectrally 
broad lined) component A is 250 m s-' and that for component Ba is 35 m s-'. 
The angle of the Keck-HIRES slit mask is held constant relative to angle on the 
sky for all observations, and the slit is centered on the CL of the three K Pegasi 
components A, Ba, and Bb. Orbital motion of the A-B system changes the position 
of each star relative to the CL of the system and thus within the slit. These alignment 
changes are observed as an apparently variable system CM velocity; the signs of these 
variations for component A are opposite that for the Ba-Bb pair. In the combined 
3-dimensional fit with other data sets, this effect is modeled with a polynomial system 
velocity of 
for component A and 
for component Ba, where t is the time of observation (accounting for the light-time 
effect) in Modified Julian Date (MJD), and 53198 is an arbitrary offset near the av- 
erage time of all observations. The best fit is found with fixing Rv = 1 without 
letting it vary as a fit parameter, likely because only the (higher precision) Ba mea- 
surements are sensitive to this effect (the size of the required correction is found to be 
smaller than the component A measurement precisions). Illuminating the slit with a 
multimode fiber may remove this effect. 
The observed spectra do show effects from a third set of spectral lines. These are 
probably from component Bb; that they can be seen at all indicates this component 
is too bright to be a white dwarf. A three-dimensional cross-correlation is being 
developed to obtain velocity measurements for all three components simultaneously, 
which will be included in a future investigation. 
Table 4.2 
Keck-HIRES Radial Velocities 
JD-2400000.5 RV A a* RV Ba 
(km s-') 
0.0358 
Table 4.2: Keck-HIRES iodine-cell radial velocity data of K Pegasi. The uncertainties 
presented have been scaled from the formal (internal) uncertainties to reflect the 
scatter about a best-fit models. The scaling factor for component A velocities was 
1.073; for Ba, i t  was 1.184. 
4.3.4 Previous Radial Velocity Data 
Previously published radial velocity measurements from Lick Observatory and CORAVEL 
have also been collected. Each set of radial velocity measurements were fit to double 
Keplerian models. Luyten (1934131 determined the uncertainties of the Lick Observa- 
tory velocities presented in Henroteau [I9181 at 1.66 km s-I ; these values are found to 
be consistent in the present study. The CORAVEL velocities from Mayor and Mazeh 
[I9871 required reweighting by a multiplicative factor of 2.31 to be consistent with 
the scatter about the model. 
Three velocities for component A were reported in Mayor and Mazeh [1987]. These 
measurements are discrepant with the other measurements, and are not included in 
the present fit. Because these velocity measurements were made with a one dimen- 
sional cross-correlation algorithm, spectral contamination from component Ba may 
have biased the A velocities. The broad spectral lines of component A may be more 
sensitive to spectral blending. 
4.4 Orbital Solution 
A combined model for the system was determined by fitting all measurements to 
equation 4.1. The fit was repeated twice, once using PHASES data with reweighted 
uncertainties, and again with a 142 pas noise floor for the PHASES data. All plots 
presented in this paper assume the fit solution in which the 142 pas noise floor was 
imposed. The combined fit with PHASES data uncertainties reweighted has a mini- 
mized reduced X: = 1.223; for the combined fit with a 142 pas PHASES noise floor 
X: = 1.228. The fits have 22 free parameters and 555 degrees of freedom; the values 
for X: are slightly higher than one would expect, likely resulting from the way in which 
several of the uncertainties had to be estimated. The uncertainties presented for all 
fit parameters in Table 4.3 have been increased by a factor of @. The combined 
orbital model is plotted in Figures 4-1 (the A-B orbit) and 4-2 (the Ba-Bb orbit). 
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Figure 4-1: The orbit of K Pegasi A-B. (Top) The complete A-B orbit plotted with 
the uncertainty ellipses for previous differential astrometry measurements. For clarity, 
only previous astrometry measurements for which all dimensions of the uncertainty 
ellipses are smaller than 20 milli-arcseconds are plotted. (Middle) A portion of the 
PHASES measurements from the 2004 observing season; the CL motion of the Ba- 
Bb orbit is superimposed on the A-B (wide) orbit. A noise floor of 142 pas has 
been imposed on the PHASES measurements as discussed in the text. (Bottom) 
Component A and Ba radial velocity measurements; the system CM velocities and 
Ba-Bb motion have been removed from the radial velocity graph. Phase zero is at 
periastron passage. 
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Figure 4-2: The orbit of rc Pegasi Ba-Bb. (Top Left and Right, Bottom Left) Apparent 
astrometric orbit of the Ba-Bb CL, plotted with PHASES measurements (with the 
A-B motion removed). A noise floor of 142 pas has been imposed on the PHASES 
measurements as discussed in the text. Only measurements with uncertainties less 
than 200 pas are plotted. (Top) Differential right ascension (Left) and declination 
(right) versus orbital phase; phase zero is at  periastron passage. (Bottom Left) Only 
those measurements for which all dimensions of the uncertainty ellipses are smaller 
than 200 pas are plotted. (Bottom Right) Radial velocity of component Bb; system 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































No evidence supporting additional companions is seen, including the proposed 
4.77-day period companion to n Pegasi A. The suggested amplitude for the veloc- 
ity curve in Beardsley & King was roughly 30 kms-', corresponding to astrometric 
motion of star A on order 1.1 mas, an effect that would be seen in the PHASES 
astrometric data if present. The data residuals are plotted in Figures 4-3 and 4-4. 
4.4.1 Eccentricity and Mutual Inclination 
A small--but non-zero-eccentricity is found in the Ba-Bb system. The main se- 
quence age for 1.6 Ma stars is of order 2.5 gigayears (Gyr); the subgiant luminosity 
classes of components A and Ba implies the system age is likely near this value. Tidal 
circularization of the Ba-Bb system is predicted to  occur on Gyr timescales [Zahn, 
19771 ; tidal circularization explains the low eccentricity only if t hree-body dynamics 
do not dominate the evolution of the Ba-Bb eccentricity. 
The mutual inclination @ of two orbits is given by 
cos @ = cos il cos i2 + sin il sin i2 cos (nl - 0 2 )  (4.5) 
where il and i2 are the orbital inclinations and ill and R2 are the longitudes of the 
ascending nodes. The combined fit gives a value of 43.8 f 3.0 degrees for the relative 
inclinations of the A-B and Ba-Bb orbits. This represents only the sixth system for 
which unambiguous determination of the mutual inclination is possible. 
The mutual inclination of the n Pegasi system is found to be just over the thresh- 
old (39.2 degrees) required for the Kozai Mechanism t o  drive inclination-eccentricity 
oscillations in the Ba-Bb system [Kozai, 19621. The maximum eccentricity found in 
such oscillations is given by Innanen et al. [I9971 as 
where Qo is the mutual inclination at  small eccentricity states. For a mutual inclina- 
tion of 43.8 k 3.0 degrees, em, is in the range 0.36':::;. While the fit solution shows 
a slight (1.50) preference for a mutual inclination for which Kozai oscillations will 
occur, the uncertainty is such that a lack of such oscillations would not be a com- 
plete surprise. The period of Kozai oscillations would be of order lo4 years [Kiseleva 
et al., 19981; this is much shorter than predicted tidal circularization timescales. An 
insignificant amount of orbital energy would be lost to  tidal heating over the course 
of each oscillation, and the Kozai Mechanism would dominate the evolution of the 
eccentricity of the Ba-Bb subsystem. Over the life of the system, it is possible that 
some orbital energy is lost to tidal heating. 
The current small value for the Ba-Bb eccentricity tempts one to  conclude that 
Kozai oscillations do not occur (i.e. that the true mutual inclination is on the lower 
side of the 39.2 degrees threshold), but it is also possible that it is simply being 
observed at  a fortunate time. Over the ninety years over which radial velocity mea- 
surements of Ba have been made, one might expect to  see variations in the Ba-Bb 
eccentricity of order a fraction of a percent. The Lick and CORAVEL radial velocity 
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Figure 4-3: Residuals for differential astrometry of K Pegasi. (Top) Separation (left) 
and position angle (right) residuals to the combined model for previous astrometric 
measurements. (Bottom) Right ascension (left) and declination (right) residuals to 
the combined model for PHASES measurements. A noise floor of 142 pas has been 
imposed on the PHASES measurements as discussed in the text. 
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Figure 4-4: Residuals for radial velocimetry of K. Pegasi. (Top) Component A veloc- 
ity residuals to  the combined model. (Middle) Keck-HIRES component Ba velocity 
residuals to  the combined model. (Bottom) All component Ba velocity residuals to 
the combined model. 
mea~urement~s by themselves each only determine the Ba-Bb eccentricity to the level 
of a percent, thus one cannot measure whether significant Kozai-induced eccentricity 
variations ha,ve occurred. 
4.4.2 Parallax 
The combined astrometric and RV model is used to determine the distance to the 
system, and in turn a value of 28.87 f 0.18 milli-arcseconds for the system parallax. 
This value agrees well with the trigonometric parallax determined from Hipparcos 
astrometry by Martin et al. [1998], who reprocessed the Hipparcos astrometry using 
the A-B orbital model of Hartkopf et al. [I9891 for CL astrometric corrections; their 
value is 28.63 j~ 0.92. The raw Hipparcos trigonometric parallax of 28.34 f 0.88 
milli-arcseconds also agrees well [Perryman et al., 19971. 
The revised Hipparcos analysis of Soderhjelm [I9991 gives a value of 27.24 f 0.74, 
which does not agree well with the other results. Also discrepant is the original 
(ground-based) trigonometric parallax measurement of 35.6 f 3.2 of van de Kamp 
119471. It should be noted that for much of the history of the system's study, the 
parallax of van de Kamp was used to estimate the total system mass, leading to 
discrepant values. Both of these do agree at the 30 level, and it is concluded that the 
present value of 28.87 f 0.18 is most consistent with all observations. 
4.4.3 Component Masses and Stellar Evolution 
Components A and Ba are of roughly equal mass (at MA = 1.539 & 0.051 Ma and 
hfBa = 1.665 & 0.064), and were likely late-type A or early F dwarfs stars before 
evolving to their present state slightly off the main sequence. The measured mass 
for component Bb (MBb = 0.816 f 0.045Ma) indicates it is likely a late-type G 
or early K dwarf. The third set of lines are observed in the Keck-HIRES spectra 
supports identification of this component as a late G/early K dwarf rather than a 
white dwarf remnant of a much more massive star. At near-infrared K-band, the 
expected lu~ninosity of a late G/early K dwarf is 7% that of either component A or 
Ba; while not in perfect agreement with the combined fit value for the luminosity 
ratio, this does indicate the low value is appropriate and astrometric effects due to a 
luminous third component are small. 
The n Pegasi system is valuable to modeling stellar evolution as masses for all 
three components are well-constrained, and two slightly evolved stars can be assumed 
coevolved with the faint dwarf component Bb. Differential magnitudes for all system 
components (which can perhaps be determined from the Keck-HIRES spectra in a 
later investigation) are required for proper evolutionary modeling. 
Keck adaptive optics observations of n Pegasi on MJD 53227.44 determine a dif- 
ferential ma,gnitude between component A and combined light for Ba and Bb of 
0.188 f 0.001 rnagnitudes in a narrow band H2 2-1 filter centered at 2.2622 microns. 
Observations of similar spectral type 20 Persei (F4V+F6V) during the same evening 
in both the narrow band filter and astronomical Kp band are used to approximate the 
Kp band differential magnitude as 0.190 f 0.001. Better measurement of the relative 
intensities of Ba and Bb is required to constrain stellar models. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The PHASES measurements provide detection of the n Pegasi Ba-Bb subsystem CL 
motion for the first time. This allows the mutual inclinations of the wide and narrow 
orbits to be determined; this is only the sixth such determination that has been 
made. The high value for the relative inclination implies the narrow (Ba-Bb) pair 
may undergo eccentricity-inclination oscillations caused by the Kozai mechanism. No 
evidence for additional system components is observed. 
Combined with radial velocity observations, the distance to the n Pegasi system 
is determined to a fifth of a parsec. The distance agrees well with that determined 
by Hipparcos astrometry, and is of higher precision. Masses for each component are 
determined at the level of a few percent ; continued observations-particularly to de- 
termine additional velocities for component A (or the first velocities for Bb)-will 
improves these mass measurements. Future investigations of this system to deter- 
mine the relative luminosities of the three components will allow model fitting of the 
components' evolutions, of particular interest because two components have evolved 
slightly off the main sequence. 
Chapter 5 
PHASES Differential Astrometry 
and the Mutual Inclination of the 
V819 Herculis Triple Star System 
V819 Herculis is a well-studied triple star system consisting of a "wide" pair with 
5.5 year period, one component of which is a 2.2-day period eclipsing single-line 
spectroscopic binary. Differential astrometry measurements from the Palomar High- 
precision Astrometric Search for Exoplanet Systems (PHASES) are presented and 
used to determine the relative inclinations of the short- and long-period orbits. 
The contents of this chapter have been submitted to Astronomy EY Astrophysics 
for publication with authors Matthew W. Muterspaugh, Benjamin F. Lane, Maciej 
Konacki, Bernard F. Burke, M. M. Colavita, S. R. Kulkarni, and M. Shao. 
5.1 Introduction 
Determinations of the mutual inclinations of the two orbits in hierarchical triple 
stellar systems are rare, with previously only four unambiguous determinations avail- 
able in the literature [Lestrade et al., 1993, Heintz, 1996, Hummel et al., 20031, but 
valuable; the dynamical relaxation process undergone by multiples after formation is 
expected to leave a st atistical "fingerprint" in the distribution of inclinations [Sterzik 
and Tokovinin, 20021. In addition, well-characterized stellar multiples represent ex- 
cellent opportunities to test and challenge stellar models under stringent constraints 
of common age and metallicity. 
V819 Herculis (HR 6469, HD 157482; V = 5.6, K = 4.1) is a triple system con- 
sisting of an evolved star (G7 111-IV; this appears brighter in V and will be referred 
to as the A component) in an eccentric 5.5 year orbit together with a close (P, = 2.2 
days) pair of main sequence F stars. The close pair (Ba and Bb) is in an edge-on 
orbit and ex hibit s shallow eclipses. A combinat ion of radial velocity, speckle inter- 
ferometry, eclipse timing and light-curve fitting has made it possible to accurately 
determine most of the interesting system parameters, including masses, radii and 
distance [Scarfe et al., 1994, van Hamme et al., 1994, Wasson et al., 19941 with ac- 
curacies of a few percent. However, until now it has not been possible to determine 
the mutual inclination of the orbits. The V819 Her system is listed as a chromo- 
spherically active binary in the catalog by Strassmeier et al. [1993]; it exhibits Ca H 
and K emission and has been detected in X-rays [Dempsey et al., 1993) but not in 
radio [Drake et al., 19891. The system is variable with an amplitude of approximately 
80 milli-magnitudes. In addition to the eclipses of the close pair, the GIV exhibits 
quasi-periodic variability attributed to starspots [van Hamme et al., 19941. 
5.2 Observations and Data Processing 
5.2.1 PHASES Observations 
V819 Herculis was observed using PTI on 31 nights in 2003-2005 using the observing 
mode described in Lane and Muterspaugh [2004]. For V819 Herculis, the typical 
scanning rate in 2003 was one scan per second and four intensity measurements per 
ten milliseconds; these values were doubled in 2004. The typical scan amplitude was 
100 microns. An average of 3099 scans were collected each night the star was observed 
over a time span of 18 to 179 minutes. 
The differential astrometry measurements are listed in Table 5.1, in the ICRS 
2000.0 reference frame. In order to evaluate the night-to-night astrometric stability 
of the data, the PHASES data were fit to a model consisting of a Keplerian orbit 
representing the Ba-Bb center of light (CL) motion and a low-order polynomial rep- 
resenting motion of the A-B orbit. The minimized value of reduced X: = 4, implying 
either that the internal (i.e. derived from a single night of data) uncertainty estimates 
are too low by a factor of 2, or that the simple model is not appropriate for this sys- 
tem. Replacing the polynomial model for A-B with a Keplerian does not improve 
the value of X: (to be expected given the limited fraction of the A-B orbit covered 
by the PHASES data set). It is possible starspots caused astrometric jitter on this 
scale. The PHASES uncertainties presented in this chapter have been increased by 
a factor of 2 to account for this discrepancy. The rescaled (raw) median minor- and 
major-axis uncertainties are 15.2 (7.6) and 363 (181) pas. The rescaled (raw) mean 
minor- and major-axis uncertainties are 19.6 (9.8) and 568 (284) pas respectively. 
5.2.2 Potential Systematic Errors 
The fractional precision of the PHASES astrometric measurements is -- at such 
an ambitious level there are many possible sources of systematic error that could 
appear on inter-night timescales. In particular, the system in question exhibits two 
potential astrophysical sources of measurement noise: starspots and eclipses. 
Starspots 
The - 40 milli-magnitude variability of V819 Herculis A has been attributed to 
starspots. In the V819 Herculis system, the effect of a single, cold starspot is maxi- 
mally - 25pas assuming a stellar radius of 0.8 mas. If multiple starspots cause the 
Table 5.1 
PHASES data  for V819 Herculis 
JD-2400000.5 6RA 6Dec o m i n  c m a j  @e ~ R A  ";A Dec p~ ODec "RAUDec 
( m a >  (mas> (pas> ( p a >  (deg> (pas) ( p a )  
53109.4777819 49.6404 -84.4971 14.7 566.0 158.77 527.6 205.4 -0.99704 2011 
53110.4800679 48.0940 -84.1339 23.7 1199.8 159.53 1124.1 420.3 -0.99818 1334 
53123.4555720 49.1857 -85.9322 36.2 1015.6 162.47 968.5 307.9 -0.99239 1378 
53130.4397626 48.4773 -86.4138 13.1 411.8 162.95 393.7 121.4 -0.99359 2537 
53137.4279917 48.3926 -87.1400 27.9 560.7 164.34 539.9 153.7 -0.98203 1226 
53145.3928594 48.3081 -87.8018 27.5 633.0 161.59 600.7 201.6 -0.98962 1673 
53168.3368802 47.0273 -89.7517 30.1 680.1 162.93 650.2 201.7 -0.98777 1409 
53172.3496326 47.3437 -90.1341 12.6 339.9 168.29 332.9 70.1 -0.98310 2560 
53173.3294522 47.1580 -90.3605 16.0 154.8 33.97 128.7 87.5 0.97549 2904 
53181.3314386 46.4330 -90.7861 15.0 349.0 169.71 343.4 64.1 -0.97112 2795 
53186.3020911 45.6581 -91.1217 36.4 853.0 166.80 830.5 198.0 -0.98202 706 
53187.3022539 46.1426 -91.2229 26.0 882.1 166.94 859.3 201.0 -0.99114 1578 
53197.2663645 46.1848 -92.1526 9.5 234.1 164.87 226.0 61.8 -0.98714 5218 
53198.2404599 46.2934 -92.2558 11.4 109.3 160.36 103.0 38.3 -0.94842 5404 
53199.2897673 44.0250 -91.9450 49.2 3283.0 171.42 3246.2 492.3 -0.99487 946 
53208.2505295 46.4281 -92.4906 13.2 362.5 37.67 287.1 221.8 0.99719 6558 
53214.2391404 45.6333 -93.3432 10.9 251.7 169.45 247.5 47.3 -0.97195 5251 
53215.2293360 45.6361 -93.5176 9.5 221.3 167.53 216.1 48.7 -0.97963 5723 
53221.2207072 46.2536 -92.9732 17.6 683.9 38.91 532.3 429.8 0.99861 3998 
53228.2083438 45.0879 -94.3314 14.4 201.2 169.45 197.8 39.5 -0.92815 3180 
53233.1820405 45.0989 -94.8462 12.0 129.5 167.67 126.5 30.0 -0.91190 3303 
53234.2006462 44.8264 -94.7640 15.2 75.7 172.74 75.1 17.9 -0.51361 3701 
53235.2168202 45.2148 -94.9186 17.0 214.3 176.57 213.9 21.2 -0.60018 2094 
53236.1665478 44.4594 -94.8865 9.5 156.1 166.59 151.9 37.4 -0.96553 6684 
53481.5043302 30.4429 -103.3356 22.2 622.2 38.18 489.3 385.0 0.99730 3301 
Table 5.1: PHASES data for V819 Herculis. All quantities are in the ICRS 2000.0 
reference frame. The uncertainty values presented in this data have all been scaled by 
a factor of 2 over the formal (internal) uncertainties within each given night. Column 
6, +,, is the angle between the major axis of the uncertainty ellipse and the right as- 
cension axis, measured from increasing differential right ascension through increasing 
differential declination (the position angle of the uncertainty ellipse's orientation is 
90 - 4,). The last column is the number of scans taken during a given night. The 
quadrant was chosen such that  the larger fringe contrast is designated the primary 
(contrast is ia combination of source luminosity and interferometric visibility). 
variability, this effect is reduced. In addition, the effect of limb-darkening is to further 
reduce the astrometric error. 
PHASES Observations During Ba-Bb Eclipses 
Using the published sizes and temperatures for Ba and Bb from van Hamme et al. 
[1994], it is found that the magnitude of the astrometric shift in CL position during 
eclipse compared to  what it would be outside of eclipse can be greater than 100 pas. 
Because this shift is larger than PHASES astrometric measurement precisions, six 
measurements taken during eclipse are omitted from the data tables and the fits. 
5.2.3 Previous Differential Astrometry Measurements 
Previously published differential astrometry measurements of the A-B (wide) system 
have been tabulated by Hartkopf et al. [2004] in the Fourth Catalog of Interferometric 
Measurements of Binary Stars. In several cases discrepancies were found between 
uncertainties quoted in the original works (or uncertainty estimates omitted in the 
catalog); in these cases the uncertainty estimates from the original works are used. 
All of these measurements were made using the technique of speckle interferometry. 
These measurements are included in the combined fit to  help complete coverage of 
the A-B orbit. 
Many of the previous differential astrometry measurements were published with- 
out any associated uncertainties. To allow these to be used in combined fits with 
other data sets, the average uncertainties were determined as follows. The uncertain- 
ties were initially assigned values of 10 milli-arcseconds in separation and 1 degree 
in position angle. A (single) Keplerian model was fit to  the data, and residuals in 
separation and position angle were treated individually to  remove outliers and update 
the uncertainty estimates. This procedure was iterated until uncertainties were found 
consistent with the scatter. A double Keplerian model (as in eq. 4.2, to allow for the 
Ba-Bb subsystem) does not improve the fit; the measurements are insensitive to  this 
small signal. These 22 data points have average uncertainties of 5.92 milli-arcseconds 
and 0.689 degrees. 
A Keplerian model was fit to  the data points for which uncertainty estimates 
were available to determine whether these were systematically too large or too small, 
and to  find outliers. The uncertainty estimates are found to  be systematically too 
small; this factor was larger in position angle than in separation. Upon iteration, it 
was found that the separation uncertainties for these 12 data points needed to be 
increased by a factor of 2.43 and the position angle uncertainties by 3.53. Again no 
improvement was seen in fitting to a double Keplerian model. 
5.2.4 Radial Velocity Data 
A large number of radial velocity measurements of components A and Ba from four 
observatories were reported in Scarfe et al. [1994]. Scarfe et al. indicate several 
measurements as outliers; these measurements have not been used. There are 72 
component A velocities and 50 component Ba velocities in the McDonaldIKitt Peak 
data set, 70 component A and 49 component Ba velocities in the DAO set, and 92 
component A and 90 component Ba velocities in the DDO data set. 
The velocity measurements for each of three data sets presented were fit to double 
Keplerian models separately to determine the average velocity uncertainties (mea- 
surements from McDonald and Kitt Peak were mixed together in the original work, 
and these were analyzed together as one group). As noted in Scarfe et al. [1994], the 
velocity precisions for component A differed from those of Ba. Uncertainties were 
derived for each data set by fitting to a double Keplerian model and examining the 
scatter in the residuals for each component separately. The uncertainty guesses were 
updated and the procedure iterated. The initial values for the component A velocities 
were 0.46 kn-1 s--' for the McDonaldIKitt Peak and DAO data sets, and 0.92 km s-' 
for the DDO set; for component Ba, all were set to 2 kms-'. The average A and 
Ba uncertainties are 0.43 km s-' and 1.955 km s-' for the McDonaldIKitt Peak ve- 
locities, 0.465 km s-' and 3.025 km s-' for the DAO measurements, and 1.015 km s-' 
and 3.105 knl s--' for the DDO observations. 
5.3 Orbital Solution and Derived Quantities 
The best-fit combined astrometry-radial velocity orbital solution produces a set of 
parameters listed in Table 5.2. The reduced X: of the combined fit to PHASES, 
radial velocity, and previous differential astrometry data is 1.33. This combined 
set has 521 degrees of freedom with 20 parameters. This value for X: is slightly 
higher than one would expect, but this is likely due to the manner in which the 
uncertainties had to be derived. All parameter uncertainties have been increased 
by a factor of d m  to reflect this difference. Also presented is a table of derived 
parameters of direct astrophysical interest (5.3). A fit to the astrometric data alone 
does not constrain several of the orbital parameters, but does constrain apparent 
semi-major axes of the wide and narrow orbits to good precision: ~ A - B  = 73.9 f 0.6 
mas and a ~ , - ~ b  = 108 f 8pas (Ba-Bb CL orbit). 
The combined fit A-Ba-Bb orbit is plotted is Figure 5-1; PHASES measurements 
of the Ba-Bb orbit CL motion is plotted in Figure 5-2. Residuals to the combined fit 
are shown in Figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5; no evidence for additional system components 
is observed. 
5.3.1 Mutual Inclination 
The mutual inclination Q of two orbits is given by 
cos @ = cos il cos i2 + sin i l  sin i2 cos (a1 - R2) (5-1) 
where il and i 2  are the orbital inclinations and R1 and R2 are the longitudes of 
the ascending nodes. From the combined orbit solution a value for this angle of 
23.6 zI= 4.9 degrees is derived for the V819 Her system. This low value is below the 
Table 5.2 
Orbital models for V819 Herculis 
PHASES 
+ Pre. + RV 
PA-B (days) 
TO,A-B (MJD) 





T0,Ba- B b  (MJD) 
eBa-Bb 
iBa- Bb (degrees) 
WBa- B b  (degrees) 
0Ba-Bb (degrees) 
VO,M/K (km s-') 
~ , D A O  (km s-') 
~ , D D O  (km s-') 
MA (Ma) 




Table 5.2: Orbit models for V8 19 Herculis. Pre. : Previous differential astrometry 
measurements. The luminosity ratio LBb/LBa is for K-band observations. 
Table 5.3 
Derived physical parameters 
Parameter Derived Value 
aa-B (AU) 5.108 60.046 
aBa-Bb (AU) 0.0457 h 0.0004 
cos @ (degrees) 23.6 f 4.9 
Table 5.3: Physical parameters for V819 Herculis derived from the combined orbital 
solution. 
V819 Herculis Previous Astrometry V819 Herculis PHASES Astrometry 
Differential Right Ascension (mas) 
V819 Herculis A-B Radial Velocity 
Orbit Phase (Degrees) 
Figure 5-1: The orbit of V819 Herculis. (Top left) Previous (speckle) differential 
astrometry measurements with derived uncertainty ellipses. (Top right) One season 
of PHASES a~t~rometry. (Bottom left) CM velocities of the wide pair. (Bottom right) 
R.adia1 velocities of the Ba and Bb components. The A-B motion has been removed 
for clarity. 
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Figure 5-2: CL astrometric motion of the V819 Herculis Ba-Bb system, as measured 
by PHASES observations along the declination axis (left) and along an axis rotated 
165 degrees East of North (equivalent to position angle 285 degrees; right); this is 
the median position angle of the minor axis of the PHASES uncertainty ellipses. The 
wide A-B orbital motion has been removed for both plots. The error bars plotted have 
been stretched by a factor of 2 over the formal uncertainties as discussed in the text. 
The high ellipticity of the uncertainty ellipses causes neither the right ascension nor 
the declination uncertainties to  be near the precision of the minor axis uncertainties, 
which have median uncertainty of 15.2 pas. For clarity, measurements with projected 
uncertainties larger than 200 pas are not shown in the plots. Zero phase indicates 
periastron passage. 
Table 5.4 
Known Mutual Inclinations 
Mutual Inclination Reference 
(degrees) 
V819 Her 23.6 rt 4.9 This chapter. 
K Peg 43.8 IfI 3.0 This thesis, chapter 4; [Muterspaugh et al., 2005bl 
7 Vir 30.8 IfI 1.3 [Hummel et al., 20031 
E Hya 39.4 [Heintz, 19961 
UMa 132.1 [Heintz, 19961 
Algol 98.8 h4.9 [Lestrade et al., 19931, [Pan et al., 19931 
Table 5.4: Unambiguously known mutual inclinations of triple systems. The value for 
Algol is determined using the measurement precisions and values of Pan et al. [I9931 
for all but the A-B nodal position angle of 52 f 5 degrees from Lestrade et al. [I9931 
V819 Herculis PHASES, Right Ascension Residuals V819 Herculis PHASES, Declination Residuals 
MJD (days) MJD (days) 
. - .  
V819 Herculis PHASES, Residuals at 165 degrees V819 Herculis PHASES, Minor Axis Residuals 
MJD (days) MJD (days) 
Figure 5-3: Residuals for PHASES differential astrometry of V819 Herculis. The 
error bars plotted have been stretched by a factor of 2 over the formal uncertainties 
as discussed in the text. The high ellipticity of the uncertainty ellipses causes neither 
the right ascension nor the declination uncertainties to be near the precision of the 
minor axis uncertainties, which have median uncertainty of 15.2 pas. Due to the 
roughly North-South alignment of the baseline used for most of the measurements, 
the more sensitive axis was typically declination. The right ascension and declina- 
tion plots show only those points for which the projected error bar is less than 1 
n~illi-arcsecond. The bottom left plot shows the residuals along a direction that is 
165 degrees from increasing differential right ascension through increasing differen- 
tial declination (equivalent to position angle 285 degrees), which corresponds to the 
median direction of the minor axis of the PHASES uncertainty ellipses; only measure- 
ments with uncertainties less than 500 pas along this axis are plotted. The bottom 
right plot shows residuals along the minor axis of each measurement's uncertainty 
ellipse. 
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Figure 5-4: Residuals to the combined model for previous differential astrometry of 
V8 19 Herculis. 
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Figure 5-5: Residuals to the combined model for radial velocimetry of V819 Herculis 
[Scarfe et al., 19941. 
Observed Angular Momentum Orientation Distribution 
Relative Orientation Angle (Degrees) 
Figure 5-6: Cumulative distribution of the observed distribution of angles between 
angular mornentum vectors of the six systems for which unambiguous mutual incli- 
nations have been determined. This is compared with the results from Sterzik and 
Tokovinin [2002], who included 22 systems for which the mutual inclinations could 
only be determined ambiguously-two degenerate angles were both possible solutions 
due a 180 degree ambiguity in the longitude of the ascending node of at least one com- 
ponent of the triple system. Sterzik and Tokovinin included both possible angles in 
their distribution. Also shown is the theoretical distribution for random orientations. 
limit for inclination-eccentricity oscillations derived by Kozai (1962; 39.2 degrees), 
and is consistent with the small measured value of the eccentricity of the Ba-Bb pair. 
The mutual inclination of the orbits of triple systems is of particular interest for 
understanding the conditions under which the system formed [Sterzik and Tokovinin, 
20021. Without both radial velocity and visual (or astrometric) orbits for both systems 
in a triple, unambiguous determinations of the longitudes of the ascending nodes (and 
thus of the mutual inclination) are impossible. To date there has only been a very 
small number of cases where the mutual inclination can be unambiguously determined 
(Table 5.4). 
With tht: tally of systems for which unambiguous mutual inclinations have been 
determined now at six, it is reasonable to consider the distribution of these orien- 
tations. The previous work on this subject is that of Sterzik and Tokovinin 120021, 
who determined theoretical distributions resulting from a variety of initial conditions 
within star forming regions. At the time, the authors cited only three systems from 
which mutual inclinations were known, listed in a previous work by one of them 
[Tokovinin, 19931. (One of these three, C Cnc, is most recently listed by Heintz 
[I9961 as still having an ambiguous mutual inclination, and is not included here.) 
For comparison to real stars, Sterzik and Tokovinin instead included the 22 triple 
systems in the Multiple Star Catalog [Tokovinin, 19971 for which both visual orbits 
were known, but the ascending nodes had 180 degree ambiguities. To correct for this 
lack of information, for each system they included both possible mutual inclinations 
in a combined cumulative distribution (this distribution is referred to as ST). This 
procedure assumes the ambiguity is divided evenly between the lower and higher pos- 
sible angles; i.e. that an equal number of the "true" mutual inclinations are the lesser 
of the two possible angles as are the greater. 
In Figure 5-6 the continuous distribution function of mutual inclinations for the six 
unambiguous systems (this distribution is referred to as 6U) is plotted with ST and 
the theoretical distribution for random orient ations (referred to simply as Random). 
The two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) probability for agreement between 6U 
and ST is 0.46; the one-sided KS probability between ST and Random is 0.07 and that 
for 6U and Random is 0.04. The 6U set confirms the result of Sterzik and Tokovinin 
[2002] that mutual inclinations are not consistent with random orient ations and show 
a slight preference for coplanarity. The sets 6U and ST agree much better with each 
other than either do with random orient at ions, but the agreement probability is st ill 
low; this is likely due to the assumption inherent to forming the ST set by including 
both possible orientations, which dilutes the distribution away from coplanarity. A 
greater number of systems is required to better determine the distributions, and 
observational selection effects should also be considered. 
5.4 Conclusions 
PHASES interferometric astrometry has been used to measure the orbital parameters 
of the triple star system V819 Herculis, and in particular to resolve the apparent 
orbital motion of the close Ba-Bb pair. The amplitude of the Ba-Bb CL motion 
is only 108 f 9 pas, indicating the level of astrometric precision attainable with 
interferometric astrometry. By measuring both orbits one is able to determine the 
mutual inclination of the two orbits, which is found to  be 23.6 f 4.9 degrees. Such a 
low mutual inclination implies a lack of Kozai oscillations. 
Further improvement in determining the system distance and component masses 
will require improved radial velocity data. Given that the A component is evolved and 
the Ba-Bb system undergoes eclipses and hence the B components have accurately 
measured radii, this system may become a very fruitful laboratory for high-precision 
testing of stellar models. 
Chapter 6 
Detectability of Circumbinary 
Extrasolar Planets 
Because the long-term stability of planets in binary systems is relatively well es- 
tablished, positive or negative results from searches for companions to binaries will 
help determine which planet formation models are realized in nature. All the con- 
firmed planets found in binary systems thus far are in S-type orbits. The purpose of 
this chapter is to evaluate and compare several methods of detecting circumbinary 
(P-type) planets. If one stellar component is much brighter than all the other com- 
ponents, the methods used to detect extrasolar planets in single star systems can be 
used without significant change; there are indications that HD 202206 may be such 
a system [Correia et al., 20041 (in this case, one "stellar" component is thought to  be 
a brown dwaxf). 
This chapter is primarily concerned with binaries with much smaller contrast 
ratios and the observational challenges they present. The application of observing 
programs designed to detect planets around single stars to instead search for cir- 
cumbinary planets, outlines for modifications to these met hods that improve their 
performances for detecting circumbinary planets, and detection methods unique to 
circumbinary systems are presented. First, the size scales of observable quantities 
is reviewed. In section 6.2, the response of stellar coronographs (such as might be 
used in the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF [Beichman, 19981) missions) to two bright 
sources (stars) with a faint (planetary) companion is evaluated and an observing 
scheme that allows for simultaneous nulling of the light from both stars is developed; 
previous work on coronographs has only addressed the scenario for blocking the light 
from a single star. Section 6.3 reviews using the periodic apparent delays of binary 
eclipses caused by the light-time effect for indirect planet detections. In section 6.4 
the best demonstrated radial velocity precision for unresolved binaries is reviewed. 
Two observable radial velocity effects are evaluated: first is the periodic variations of 
the binary system CM velocity (which is directly analogous to RV searches for planets 
around single-stars), and second is measuring periodic changes in the orbital phase 
of the binary caused by the light-time effect, a detection method that has not been 
previously addressed. In section 6.5 microlensing light curves for lenses consisting of 
binaries with planets and potential sources of confusion that might prevent one from 
uniquely determining the nature of the lens are discussed. The method of detecting 
planets in edge-on orbits through photometric monitoring of their transits is extended 
to circumbinary systems in section 6.6, with simulated light curves for such systems 
and discussion of complications that arise due to the motions of the stars in their 
binary orbit. In section 6.7 the responses of high-precision astrometric instruments 
to unresolved or partially resolved binaries is discussed. 
The contents of this chapter have been developed by the author with Dr. B. Lane 
and Dr. E. Pfahl. 
6.1 Scale Sizes of Observables 
To begin, the size scales of observable quantities are reviewed. A circumbinary planet 
causes a reflex motion of the binary center of mass (CM) that might be detected. 
The reflex motion has distance variations of size 
where Mp, Mb, Mj, Ma are respectively masses of the planet, binary, Jupiter, and 
Sun and a, is the semimajor axis of the planet. This size variation changes not only 
the astrometric position of the binary CM, but (if correctly aligned) also adds delays 
in photon arrival times to Earth (the "light-time effect" ). Converting the length reflex 
to light-seconds gives the magnitude of the light-time effect as 
a M sin 2, At = 2 " "  
cMb 
(ap/l  AU) (M,/Mj) sin zp 
= 0.95 seconds x 
%/Ma 
where z, is the inclination of the planet orbit. The reflex motion velocity variations 
are 
where P is the planet orbital period and G is the gravitational constant (to convert 
to radial velocity motion, one must multiply by sin 2,). Differential reflex motion 
and perturbations of the binary orbit by the planetary companion are expected to be 
The "prototype" circumbinary planet system 
distance 10 PC 
Mb 2 M@ 
pb 10 days 
ab 0.11 AU 
11 mas* 
O,t 5 1 mas 
R V ~  62 sin ib km s-' 
MP 1 MJ 
p~ 53 days 
UP 0.35 AU 
35 mas 
n a c ~  3.3 x AU 
33 pas§ 
nt sin ip second 
nub 68 sin i p  m s-' 
Contrast lo6 (near infrared), lo8 (visible) 
Table 6.1: Properties of the "prototype" circumbinary planet system. 
* milli-arcseconds 
stellar diameter 
radial velocity of the binary orbit only 
4 micro-arcseconds 
negligible on reasonable t imescales. 
Though generalized detection criteria are developed for each method considered, 
references are ~nade to a prototypical system to establish rough figures for required 
measurement precisions. The properties of a hypothetical system with two dwarfs 
(each 1 Ma)  and circumbinary planet in a critically stable orbit are detailed in Table 
6.1. The prototypical system is one of critical stability and only more widely separated 
planets are stable; velocity variations decrease for larger planet orbits (i.e. 68 m s-' 
is the maximum signal for the prototype binary), whereas distance and time related 
quantities grow. 
6.2 Direct Detection 
Perhaps the highest payoff technique for studying extrasolar planets is direct de- 
tect ion; this type of detect ion has the potential to allow photometry, spectroscopy, 
polarimetry and a host of related studies, all of which can provide very useful infor- 
mation about such planets. Due to the extreme contrast ratio between a planet and 
its parent star, it is almost certain that any direct detection methods will require 
access to space. NASA is currently envisioning two complementary missions under 
the rubric "Terrestrial Planet Finder" [Beichman, 19981: a visible coronograph and a 
t hermal-IR nulling interferometer. At the moment, these missions are intended only 
to study planets orbiting single stars. However, the ability to detect circumbinary 
planets would increase the versatility, scientific scope, and number of targets avail- 
able. If circumbinary planets are common, this ability would also increase the number 
of successful detections, given that TPF  is only expected to be able to detect planets 
within the nearest 10-15 pc, and hence the sample of candidate systems is currently 
rather limited. It is not immediately clear that either of the proposed architectures 
(a nulling interferometer or a coronagraph) will have this capability, but one should 
consider the various possibilities. 
6.2.1 Coronographs 
It is likely that the first TPF mission flown will be a large (6-8 meter) optical telescope 
equipped with some form of high contrast imaging system, either a coronograph or 
an apodized pupil. Such devices are designed to provide an extreme degree (10") 
of suppression of any light from an on-axis source, while leaving light from angu- 
larly nearby sources (separation > 50 milli-arcseconds) unblocked. It is useful to 
think about the performance of such an instrument in terms of a "response func- 
tion", i.e. the photon throughput as a function of position on the sky (measured with 
respect to the telescope pointing direction). Such response functions have regions 
of very low transmission governed by the details of how the suppression is achieved; 
in the simple case of a classical Lyot coronograph the suppression is provided by a 
circular blocking spot in an intermediate image plane (as well as a pupil plane mask 
to suppress diffraction effects). More complicated approaches involve the use of non- 
circular apertures (e.g. Gaussian prolate spheroids) to achieve very good suppression 
in particular directions at the expense of other regions. Another possible design is 
"band-limited masks", a variant of Lyot coronographs that uses multiple blocking 
spots, typically arranged in grat,ing-like patterns. It is conceivable that a particular 
configuration could be arranged so as to block out light from multiple stars. 
In the case of a binary system, there are three general configurations to consider: 
very close binaries, very wide binaries, and binaries of intermediate separation. In the 
case of very close binaries one can simply treat the stars as a single source and suppress 
both stars sufficiently to find any outer planets. However, it is not obvious that this 
will often be the case. In particular, the dominant source of starlight "leakage" is 
due to the finite angular diameter of the star (for a G-class star at 10 pc, this is 
- 1 milli-arcsecond). The instruments being designed are tailored to maximize the 
searchable area and off-axis throughput (to maximize the planet signal); this requires 
minimizing the extent of the blocking region. Hence in order for the binary to be 
considered "close", it would essentially have to be a near-contact system. 
Very wide binaries are another possibility. However, the scattered light from 
any nearby star will persist above the lo-" level out to very considerable angular 
separations, on the order of tens of arcseconds or 100's of AU. At such separations, 
TPF-C (which observes planets by their reflected light) will be unable to find any 
planets, and hence in the widely separated binary case TPF-C could only be used to 
find planets in S-type orbits. 
The intermediate separation case is both the most likely to occur in the list of 
potential talrgets, and is possibly the most scientifically interesting. It is also the 
most challenging from an instrumental point of view. Clearly the blocking pattern 
will have to extend out to 10's of milli-arcseconds; this is only feasible in the context 
of an asymmetric nulling pattern (for which light is blocked along an entire axis 
of the image plane). Standard observing plans with asymmetric (typically linear) 
coronographs call for two or more exposures per observation with the telescope roll 
a,ngle differing by 30 - 90 degrees between exposures. This allows residual leakage 
(which rotates with the telescope) to be distinguished (i.e. subtracted) from any 
potential planet (which rotates with the sky). It also has the effect of placing the 
non-nulled regions (where a planet could be seen) at all possible locations around the 
star. 
However., when observing a binary system, the telescope roll angle must be kept 
fixed with respect to the binary position angle in order to null both stars. This 
alignment must be held to within an angle 64 = arcsin bculp, where p is the binary 
separation as projected on the sky, and 6cu is the required pointing accuracy for a 
single star (the angle at which a star's light starts to only be partially nulled; the 
angle 6cu depends on the nulling response function (e.g. cc O2 or cc 04, where 6 is 
the off-axis angle) and is typically of order 1-10 milli-arcseconds. Thus, 64 must be 
held to - 1 degree, well within the design capabilities of any proposed instrument. 
On the other hand, this makes the expose-roll-expose-subtract method more difficult, 
since the only possible roll angle would likely be 180 degrees. This may work, but it 
should be noted that residual starlight leakage due to wavefront error can often be 
point-symmetric on the image plane, which would negate the benefits of rolling. This 
general problem will require some further analysis, and if the possibility of detecting 
circumbinary planets is compelling enough, may direct the design of TPF-C. 
For general binary configurations, only the portion of space in wedges perpendic- 
ular to the bin.ary position angle can be nulled during any individual observation. 
In the special case of an eclipsing system, one can proceed with the standard ob- 
serving strategies for single stars during eclipses (which typically last hours). For 
all other binaries, an observing procedure is introduced that increases the coverage 
of potential planet orbits. Because the binary is non-eclipsing, the position angle 
necessarily changes with orbital phase. The binary and planet orbital periods are 
necessarily unique. Thus, by waiting for the binary position angle to change due to 
orbital motion, one can re-observe and fill-in spatial coverage of all possible planet 
orbits. 
While binary orbital motion allows one to survey the entire circumbinary space 
(between the instrument a1 inner- and out er-working angles), it also limits the int e- 
gration times of individual observations, restricting the size of planets that can be 
detectetl. A single exposure can only be made over a time interval shorter than that 
during which the position angle changes by less than the angular alignment criteria 
6 4  For a circular, face-on ten-day orbit, and 64 = 1 degree, exposures are limited 
to roughly 40 minutes, severely limiting the sensitivity of the observation (typically 
10 hours for a single star). 
6.2.2 A Nulling Interferometer 
The TPF-I ("interferometer") mission is currently envisioned as a 100-meter baseline 
multi-aperture interferometer operating at a wavelength of 10 pm. Given this long 
wavelength of operation it must be cryogenic to reduce thermal backgrounds, and 
given the long baseline it is likely to require multiple spacecraft flying in formation. 
As if that was insufficiently challenging, the apertures have to be in the 2-4 meter 
diameter class. 
The central starlight is nulled by combining beams with relative phase shifts very 
close to n-, hence resulting in destructive interference on-axis. Note that given the 
configuration of four apertures stretched out on a line, the resulting acceptance func- 
tion on the sky is a linear null (nulling regions stretch perpendicular to the projected 
baseline). The planet would be somewhat off-axis along the baseline direction, and 
so would not be nulled. Due to the limited angular resolution of the sub-apertures 
( N  0.5 arcseconds), both the stellar leakage light and the planet light will end up on 
the same detector pixel. For this reason, the planet can only be detected by temporal 
modulation of the null pattern - in the simplest case by rotation of the entire instru- 
ment baseline around the axis pointing in the direction of the star. It is clear that 
such an approach is entirely incompatible with the presence of a binary companion. 
6.3 Eclipse Timing 
It has long been recognized that periodic shifts in the observed times of photometric 
minima of eclipsing binaries can indicate the presence of an additional component to 
the system (see, for example, Woltjer [1922], Irwin [1952], Frieboes-Conde and Herczeg 
[1973], Doyle et al. [1998]). The amplitude of the effect is given by eq. 6.2. As with 
RV measurements, there is a mass/inclination ambiguity; the following derivation 
assumes no correlation between binary and planet inclinations. 
The precision with which eclipse minima can be timed is derived using standard X2 
fitting techniques. Assume a photometric data set {yi) occurring at times {ti) with 
measurement precisions {oil and a model photometric light curve of flux F ( t  -to) and 
corresponding intensity I (t - to) = f F ( t  - to)n-D2At/4, where f (0 5 f 5 1) is the 
fractional efficiency and throughput of the telescope, D is the telescope diameter, and 
At is the sample integration time. (F (t - to) might be determined to high precision 
by observing multiple eclipse events.) The fit parameter to is uncertain by an amount 
equal to the difference between the value for which x2 is minimized and that for which 
it is increased by one: 1 + X2(to) = x2 (to + oto). 
N 
+ 
( i  - I (ti - to) ~i - I (ti - to - oto) 
i=l oi oi 
Because to is the minimizing point, the first derivative of x2 at to is zero. 
Rearrangement of terms leads to 
An eclipse of length r is approximated as a trapezoid-shape light curve with 
maximum and minimum photon fluxes Fo and Fo(l - h/2) (h is a dimensionless 
positive number producing an eclipse depth of hFo/2; in the case of a faint secondary, 
h is roughly twice the ratio of the squares of the stellar radii, 2R;/R?). The ingress 
and egress a,re each assumed to be of length kr/2 (k x 2R2/(R1 + R2) is unity in 
the case of an eclipsing binary with components of equal size, when the trapezoid 
becomes a "V"-shape). Only the portions of the light curve during ingress and egress 
aF ( t )  have nonzero (in more accurate models, the light curve slope will be nonzero 
but small in other regions, and will not contribute much to the sum); this slope 
is 1 1 = h&/ (kr)  . The number of data points contributing to the sum is thus 
N = gkrlAt,  where 0 5 g 5 1 is the fraction of the eclipse observed (and also 
accounts for the fraction of time lost to camera readout) and At is the integration 
time for each measurement. In functional form, this model is: 
t - to 5 -712 
Fo (1 - ht/ ( k ~ )  - h/ (2k)) -712 5 t - to 5 -712 + k ~ / 2  
-r/2 + k ~ / 2  5 t - to 5 r / 2  - k ~ / 2  
- h/ (2k)) 712 - k ~ / 2  5 t - to 5 ~ / 2  
1-12 5 t - to 
(6.5) 
(a,lso, see Figure 6-1). 
The measurement noise 01 is given b y  
Model lightcurve for an eclipsing binary 
Figure 6-1: Eclipsing binary model light curve. 
where Ibg = fFbg rD2a t /4  is is the sky background, n d a r k  is detecter dark current, 
om is detector read noise, and os, is scintillation noise given by Young [I9671 as 
ox = 0.091 (D l1  cm)-213 ~ e - ~ l ( ~ ~ ~ ~  m, / (2Atl l  second); (6.7) 
x 0.0031(D/1m)-2~3/(At/lsecond)~ (6.8) 
where X is the airmass and h is the altitude of the observatory. The drop in noise 
during eclipse is ignored (a factor less than = 1.4) and equation 6.6 is combined with 
equation 6.4 to obtain an overall timing precision (in seconds) of 
k (711 second) 4 + 
OtO = JT ( f ~ ~ *  (D/I rn)' m)4/3 + 
The final term in the first line (associated with dark current, read noise, and back- 
ground) is generally smallest and will be ignored. In most cases, the term associated 
with scintillation is dominant. 
Dividing the precision of an individual measurement by Nabs - 6 (where Nabs is the 
number of eclipses observed and there are 6 parameters to a timing perturbation fit, 
two periods and the eccentricity, angle of periastron, epoch of periastron, and mass 
ratio of the wide pair), converting Fo to V magnitude, and combining eq. 6.9 with 
that for the timing effect of reflex motion (eq. 6.2) gives a minimum detectable mass 
companion of 
k (r/l hr) &/Ma 10(v-l2)/2.5 
Mp = 0.19Mj x + 
.fghZ(NObs - 6) (ap/lAU) sinip ( ( ~ / l r n ) '  ( i ) / ~ m ) ~ / ~  
For a met er-class telescope, the sensitivity to circumbinary planets is limited by 
(source brightness independent) scintillation noise for objects brighter than about 
twelfth magnitude. This noise term does not apply for space-based telescopes. 
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Figure 6-2: Sensitivity of eclipse timing measurements to circumbinary planets. The 
vertical line represents the approximate critical orbit around a 1 0-day period binary. 
The calculations assume the binary consists of two stars each massing 1 Ma, 6 hour 
eclipses, NobJ = 25 observations (150 total hours of data), V = 10 magnitudes, and 
1-0 detections. From top to bottom, lines show sensitivity for D = 0.1 m on the 
ground, D =- 0.5 m on the ground, D = 1.0 m in space (i.e. Kepler), D = 10 m on 
the ground, and D = 2.5 m in space (HST, SOFIA). 
Eclipse timing observations require long observations on a telescope (the prototyp- 
ical system analyzed has 6-hour long eclipses, and many eclipses must be measured to 
search for perturbations). A ground-based, high-speed photometric camera of modest 
size (z 50 cm) can detect Jupiter-like planets in AU-scale orbits for nearly 100 known 
eclipsing syst,erns. Eclipse timing programs have been attempted in the past (see, for 
example, Frieboes-Conde and Herczeg [1973], Deeg et al. [2000]), but only on a few 
targets of particular interest. Modern detectors coupled with robotic telescopes can 
expand these programs to st at istically significant searches for circumbinary planets. 
One might also inquire about the sensitivity of this technique to outer planets in 
systems comprised of a single star and a transiting "hot" Jupiter. In this case, h FZ 
2Ri/ Rzt,, - 0.02 and k = 2RP/(Rst,, + 4) - 0.18, the "binary" is half as massive, 
and the eclipse duration is half as long. The companion sensitivity drops by a factor 
of 8, and the technique is (barely) in the range of detecting additional companions of 
planet mass. However, for the typically V = 10 magnitude transiting planet systems 
being discovered, 3 m s-' radial velocity observations are more sensitive than half- 
meter telescope transit timing for companions with periods up to 60 years; even for 
observatories such as HST and SOFIA (for which scintillation noise is small or zero), 
this transition occurs at 15 year period companions. 
Systematic and astrophysical noise sources may have effects that limit the actual 
precisions achieved. Mass transfer between stars can cause drifts in orbital periods. 
Variations of this type are non- periodic, distinguishing them from companion signals. 
Applegate [I9921 has shown that gravitational coupling to the shapes of magnetically 
active stars can cause periodic modulations over decade timescales. This mechanism 
requires the star to be inherently variable; false positives can be removed using the 
overall calibrations of photometric data. It is possible that star spots will have large 
effects on timing residuals that are particularly difficult to calibrate [Watson and 
Dhillon, 20041. Due to orbit-rotation tidal locking, the effect of a starspot on the 
light curve can be detected from the light curves of several orbits, and starspot fitting 
potentially can remove the timing biases introduced. 
6.3.1 S-Type Planet Detections via Eclipse Timing 
As an interesting side-note, one can also evaluate the potential for this method to 
detect S-type planets (or similarly moons of transiting planets). For this evaluation it 
is assumed that the depth of the planet (or moon) eclipse is sufficiently small as to be 
ignored (in such a detection, one could then reevaluate light curves to look for such 
transit signals) and the binary orbit is circular. In this case, the equivalent to eq. 6.2 
is determined by the velocity of the binary orbit and the offset of the star-planet CM 
from that of the star by itself as 
a, cos 4% 
= ( & , ) ( M 2 + Y )  
M ~ /  M~ 
-- 57 seconds x (Pb/month) - cos 4 
4 7  M2/M, 
where M2 is the mass of star 2 (or the transiting planet, assumed to host the S-type 
companion), Mp is the mass of the S-type object orbiting M2, and 4 is the relative 
inclination of binary and planet orbits. The timing delays are not due to the light- 
time effect, but rather to the orbit of M2 about the M2-Mp CM. The factor of 7 
appears in the final form because an S-type planet is typically stable if its semimajor 
axis is less than a seventh that of the binary; the above is thus an upper limit for the 
timing effect. Converting the semimajor axis to orbital periods, 
At - 41 seconds x (pb/month)' ( / MP/MJ 
pp day)3 (MtMj) /Ma cos $ 
MP/MJ 
- 65 seconds x (pb/month): (P,/day)X cos 4 
MbIM, 
where Ml is the mass of star 1 (which is assumed to have no planet) and Mb = 
MI + M2 + Mp. The final form assumes M1 z M2, in which case the maximum stable 
planet period is a thirteenth that of the binary period, implying days and months 
are the natural units for each respectively. The equivalent relationship for a moon 
orbiting an eclipsing Jupiter is 
at z 13.3 seconds x (pb/m0nth)+ ( ~ , / d a ~ ) a  Mp/M@ C O S ~  (6.13) 
( ~b /M@) ' (M2 /MJ ) " 
where now the b subscript refers to the star-Jupiter analog system and p to the Jupiter 
a,nalog7s moon, and Me is the mass of the Earth. 
Equation 6.9 indicates that a met er-class ground-based telescope can time a giant 
planet transit (h = 0.02, k = 0.18) to approximately 9.4 seconds in the regime where 
the photometric precision is dominated by scintillation noise, assuming a Jupiter 
sized planet orbiting a star of solar size and mass with period of a month (implying 
6-hour duration eclipses). This precision is sufficient to find Earth mass moons. For 
bright stars, space-based observatories offer even better precisions. Unfortunately, no 
transiting exoplanet s with periods this long have yet been discovered. 
It is possible that systems of this type may host the only Earth-like planets that 
can be positively confirmed by photometric missions such as Kepler. In such a sce- 
nario, a transiting Jupiter can be positively confirmed by ground-based radial velocity 
observations. Once this has been established, variations in the transit times would 
be used to detect Earth-sized moons. Because these photometric missions have lim- 
ited lifetimes (= 3 years), detections of moons are only possible for short period 
(few months or less) Jupiters, for which many transit events can be observed (un- 
less a follou-up ground-based campaign is pursued with large telescopes). If the 
planet/moon are to be in the habitable zone, one must look for such systems around 
late-type (cool) stars. It is possible that such systems have the greatest likelihood 
of being habitable; the Jupiter-like planet would ensure that the Earth-sized moon 
has day/nig2-~t cycles and stabilize its rotational axis similar to the way in which the 
Earth's is stabilized by its own moon. Both of these conditions have been argued as 
fa,vorable for life [see, for example, Laskar et al., 19931. 
6.4 Radial Velocity Observations 
A circumbinary planet will exhibit two indirect effects on the velocities of the stellar 
components of the system. The apparent system velocity will vary in a periodic 
manner due t,o the motion of the binary about the system barycenter. The light-time 
effect will cause apparent changes in the phase of the binary orbit. These effects may 
bt: detectable using modern observational techniques. 
The first effect is that the binary will exhibit periodic changes in the apparent 
system velocity; this is the same effect as seen in a single star. However, it may be 
harder to detect for three reasons: (1) the binary system is usually more massive 
than a single star of the same magnitude, (2) extremely short-period planet orbits (to 
which system velocity measurements are most sensitive) are unstable around binaries, 
and (3) the presence of two sets of spectral lines may complicate the measurement. 
The recent work by Konacki [ZOO41 demonstrates a method for obtaining velocity 
precisions of 20 m s-' for equal magnitude unresolved binaries. While this is an order 
of magnitude worse than for isolated stars, it is a factor of ten better than previous 
work on binaries, potentially allowing for detections of P-type and S-type planets. 
Equation 6.3 shows that a planet in a critical orbit causes the binary to move about 
its barycenter by -- 70 m s-', with the amplitude decreasing as the square root of 
planet orbit semimajor axis. Radial velocity observations with the 20 m s-' precision 
demonstrated with Konacki's method can detect Jupiter-like planets in orbits of size 
-- 4 AU or less, down to the critical orbit. 
The second observable effect is the additional light travel time as the binary system 
undergoes reflex motion caused by the planet. The magnitude of this effect is given 
in eq. 6.2. This is the same effect that causes eclipse timing variations. However, 
even in a non-eclipsing system this effect will still be detectable with radial velocity 
measurements. 
Following a similar derivation as that for finding the expected precision of eclipse 
timing, one finds the precision with which one can estimate the orbital phase of a 
binary based on radial velocity measurements is 
where or, is the radial velocity measurement precision and f$ is the derivative of the 
model radial velocity curve with respect to orbital phase, evaluated at times i. The 
timing precision corresponding to the phase precision derived is given by 2 = ?. 
Approximating the binary orbit as circular, v ( t )  = K cos (2 + 4) .  If N mea- 
surements (each with two measured velocities, one for each star) are approximately 
evenly distributed in phase, 
where 12 is the number of degrees of freedom for the model. 
If the lines from both stars are observed, the effective K is K1 + K2 and the 
resulting (1 - o) minimum detectable mass is thus 
(or,/20 rn s-') (Pb/10 ( M ~ / M @ ) ~ / ~  
Mp = 41.4Mj x JZV-33 sin ib sin ip (a,/ 1 AU) 
where ib and z p  are the inclinations of the binary and planet orbits, respectively. 
Twenty-five 20 m s-' radial velocity measurements of the "prototypical" system could 
detect moderate-mass brown dwarfs (- 3 0 M J )  at critical orbit. Objects at the 
planet/brown dwarf threshold of 13 Mj are only detectable in orbits larger than 
0.82 AU around a ten-day binary of sunlike stars. Alternatively, if only one set of 
lines are observed, the resulting expression is 
where Ml is the mass of the star whose lines are observed, and M2 is that of the 
faint star. 
High precision radial velocity observations are only possible on slowly rotating 
( v  sin i < 10 m s-') stars; measurements of more rapidly rotating stars are limited by 
line broadening to levels worse than the nominal 20ms-' that has been referenced 
by this work. This effect is particularly important for finding planets around short- 
period binaries, in which the stars7 rotation rates are often tidally locked to the 
binary orbitlal period; these rotation rates limit the observed precisions for systems 
with periods approximately five days or less. 
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Figure 6-3: Sensitivity of radial velocity measurements to circumbinary planets. The 
two vertical lines at the left represent the approximate critical orbits around 5-day 
(to the left) and 10-day period binaries. Stars whose rotation rates are tidally locked 
to orbital periods less than about 5 days show sufficient rotational line broadening 
to prevent 20 ni s-' radial velocity precisions. The calculations assume the binary 
consists of two stars each massing 1 Ma. 
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Microlensing of background stars by foreground binaries with planets share many 
properties with lensing by a single star plus planet. Microlensing events provide high 
signal-to-noise detections of system components for even terrestrial mass planets, a 
positive aspect shared by both single and multiple component lenses. Microlensing 
by multiple star lenses are expected to occur with similar frequency as that by single 
stars if the binary frequency for lenses is similar to that found in local stars (57%). 
A disadvantage of microlensing is that the total number of microlensing events ob- 
served is quite low because they require specialized alignments, and such alignments 
are very unlikely to repeat for any give lens. For this section, the "prototypical" 
system is modified by placing it much further away from Earth (several kiloparsecs) 
as microlensing by nearby systems is extremely unlikely. 
In addition to these standard advantages and disadvantages of microlensing planet 
searches, binary star lenses have extra disadvantages due to source complexity, mod- 
eling confusion, and model degeneracies. Ground-based observations of microlensing 
events provide information about what is essentially a single chord across the lens 
system. The mass distribution of the lens is determined by fitting the observed light 
curve of a microlensing event. For mass distribution models consisting of only a few 
(1-2) static point masses, this fitting procedure is straight-forward. However, as one 
adds more degrees of freedom to the fit (more point masses, non-stationary compo- 
nents, complex source morphology), the light curves from several very different model 
mass distributions resemble each other and become degenerate. 
As an illustration of model confusion, a microlensing detection of a circumbinary 
planet was announced for the system MACHO-97-BLG-41 [Bennett et al., 19991. An 
alternative, simpler model of the same light curve has been suggested by Albrow 
et al. [Albrow et al., 20001, consisting of a binary lens (without planet) that shows 
orbital motion over the timescale of observations (a few months). The original work 
assumed a static system. The second model, of just a binary system undergoing 
Keplerian orbital evolution, is clearly more simple than the first and is thus more 
likely. Additionally, the second team had extra measurements of portions of the 
light curve in which the two models show differences which favored the second model 
(without a planet). In this model-degenerate regime, it appears the contribution of 
microlensing observations will be limited for detecting circumbinary systems, whose 
mass distributions have extra complexity due to the number of system components. 
An alternative approach might be to launch a number of photometric telescopes 
into space. A set of such telescopes separated by tenths of an AU could map several 
chords across the mass distributions of lenses, providing more information that might 
be used to lift degeneracies between complex models. 
6.6 Transiting Circumbinary Planets 
Photometric surveys for transiting extrasolar planets have started to find several can- 
didates around isolated stars [Charbonneau et al., 2000, Torres et al., 2003, Alonso 
et al., 20041. Binary stars--particularly the unresolved systems that would be po- 
tential hosts for circumbinary planets-are problematic for transit surveys as they 
can cause both false positives (in the cases of grazing eclipses, eclipsing M-dwarfs, or 
eclipsing subsystems in unresolved triples) and false negatives (due to a diminished 
transit depth). The likelihood of a circumbinary planet transiting at least one of its 
host stars, the observed signal, and potential sources of confusion that may lead to 
false positives are considered. 
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Figure 6-4: Microlensing of MACHO-97-BLG-41 with light curve models representing 
(left) a static binary system with circumbinary planet and (right) a rotating binary 
without planets. The discrepant measurements in the left inset were not originally 
available to Bennett et al. [1999], who concluded the light curve represented a binary 
with outer planet. The rotating binary model is favored by the additional measure- 
ments. These graphs were provided by the PLANET collaboration. 
The probability that a randomly oriented planetary orbit is seen to  transit its host 
star in a non-binary system is given by [Gilliland et al., 20001 
Two factors cause the probability of circumbinary planet transits to differ from the 
results for single stars. First, the probability is lowered by the fact that the shortest 
period orbits (with highest chance to be seen as transiting) are dynamically unstable. 
Whereas exoplanets have been detected with periods as short as one day (with roughly 
24% chance to transit), these high probability planets would not be found orbiting 
two stars. 
The second effect altering the probability of circumbinary planet transits is that 
the stars move in their orbits. Consider a binary comprised of stars 1 and 2 with 
masses Ml and M2 and radii R1 and R2. Assume, for simplicity, that the binary orbit 
is circular and that the relative separation of the stars is a b .  Likewise, suppose that 
the circumbinary orbit of the planet is circular with separation a, from the binary 
center of mass. Here it is assumed that the mass of the planet is negligibly small. 
Let the binary and planetary orbits have inclinations ib and i, relative to the plane 
of the sky. Define C2 as the angle between the projected major axes of the orbits; see 
Figure 6-5. 
The necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the planet to transit star 1 is 
that the projected minor axis of the planetary orbit, a, cos i,, must be smaller than 
the maximum perpendicular distance of star 1 from the projected major axis of the 
planetary orbit, plus the stellar radius. The mathematical condition is 
a, cos i, < R1 + ab [l - sin2 ib C O S ~  I)] . (6.20) 
If this condition is met and if the ratio of the planetary and binary orbital periods is 
irrational, a transit is guaranteed to occur at some time. For irrational period ratios 
and random inclinations, the transit probability for star 1 is 
R1 ab M2 P t = - + -  (%) [I - sin2 ib cos2 I)] 'I2 . (6.21) 
a, a, 
The planet may occult one or both stars on some orbits and not during others. 
However, the overall probability that a transit is ever seen is increased, particularly 
for planet orbits perpendicular to the binary orbit. 
Figure 6-5: Illustration of the circumbinary planetary transit geometry. Angles ib 
and ib are, respectively, the inclinations of the binary and planetary orbits relative 
to the plane of the sky, and I) is the angle between the projected major axes of the 
orbits. 
Whether and at what time a transit occurs depends on the phase of the binary 
orbit, causing the photometric signal to be only quasi-periodic and potentially inter- 
mittent; see Figures 6-6, 6-7, and 6-8. The circumstance in which the binary and 
planet orbits are coaligned (same inclinations and longitudes of the ascending nodes) 
simplifies planet detection because transits occur during every orbit of the planet 
(note that this is not assured for eclipsing binaries with transiting planets, for which 
only the inclinations are equal). 
While the signal of a circumbinary planet transiting its host stars is detectable 
with current photometric surveys, it is concluded that doing so is impractical un- 
less there is a tendency in nature for binary and planet orbits to be coaligned (a 
tendency which very well may exist). The overall lower alignment probabilities and 
non-persistent signals that occur in non-coplanar systems prevent transit surveys from 
being a reliable method in generalized cases 
The stra,tegy used to search for transiting circumbinary planets would thus be 
very different fiom those of existing transit searches. One would employ a targeted 
search focused on eclipsing binaries, as these are more likely to have persistent signals 
(if any signa<l is detected at all). If coplanarity of orbits is preferred by nature (and if 
circumbinary planets are as common as those around single stars), one would expect 
a higher success rate per target system in such a search than in standard transit 
searches, though the number of systems targeted would clearly be much lower. Such 
a search would additionally require much more observing time, as one is necessarily 
looking for relatively long period planets (due to stability criteria). A program to 
search for planets transiting eclipsing binaries would test the combined hypothesis 
that circumbinary planets are common and that their orbits are coplanar with that 
of the binary system; unfortunately, these hypotheses cannot be separated by searches 
for such transiting planets alone. 
6.7 Astrometry 
Astrometry measures the relative center of light (CL) positions of two or more targets. 
The required precisions for astrometric detections of circumbinary planets are similar 
to those for single stars (to within a factor of two due to increased "stellar" mass). 
In practice, astrometry of compact binaries is more complicated than that for single 
stars. 
To detect planets, one desires high-precision measurements of the CM position 
of the bright (stellar) components of a target system-planet s cause perturbations 
to this CM position that cannot be explained by only accounting for the visible sys- 
tem components. Astrometry measures this quantity only indirectly-the CM and 
CL of a target are not necessarily identical. For single stars, star spots and flares 
can cause non-constant variations in CL position; noise sources shared for compact 
binaries. Binaries have the additional complication that orbit a1 mot ion changes the 
system CL position relative to its CM. One must solve a combined model of binary 
and planet orbit, requiring many more observations. The two orbits will be on differ- 
ent timescales, and support observations to determine the relative binary orbit can 
assist fit,ting procedures. This affects both single-aperture (e.g. the Palomar STEPS 





Figure 6-6: Transits in the "prototype" circumbinary planet system with planet and 
binary inclination both 90 degrees. In the first two graphs, the orbits are coplanar; in 
the second two they are perpendicular. When the orbits are coplanar, binary eclipses 
and planet transits are seen every orbit; when perpendicular, the planet manages to 
pass between both stars on every pass without transiting either, despite its edge-on 
orbit (in this case, the ratio of binary and planet periods was chosen to be rational; 
irrational ratios in this geometry are guaranteed to transit at some point). 
Figure 6-7: Transits in the "prototype" circumbinary planet system with planet incli- 
nation 90 degrees and binary inclination 80 degrees (the other two Keplerian angles 
are the same for planet and binary orbits). The binary itself is not seen to eclipse. 
Planet transits are sometimes seen, though many times the planet misses both stars; 
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Figure 6-8: Transits in the "prototype" circumbinary planet system with planet incli- 
nation 90 degrees and binary inclination 85 degrees (the other two Keplerian angles 
are the same for planet and binary orbits), modulo the planet's orbital period of 53 
days. Consecutive light curves for the planet orbits have been offset by 0.01 magni- 
tudes for clarity. The transits are quasi-periodic--they do not always occur at the 
same phase of the planet orbit. The exact times at which the transits occur depend 
on the phase of the binary orbit. 
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Int erferometric astrometry of binary stars has the additional complication that 
the observable quantity is not necessarily the CL position when the target is only 
marginally resolved or unresolved. Depending on the design of the interferometer, the 
measured position for such a source depends on the source brightness distribution and 
the interferometer resolution. In an interferometer, one can track a source centered 
either at a position of broadband zero phase or one of zero "group delayupthe position 
at which all wavelengths of light have an identical phase. In the first case, phase 
tracking, the phase zero is only equal to the CL position for unresolved sources (the 
approximation breaks down rapidly as the source separation approaches a fraction 
of the interferometer resolution). A binary with separation exactly equal to the 
interferometer resolution would have a phase zero very near the position of just one 
of the two stars, due to the oscillatory nature of the interferometric fringes. A much 
better position indicator is the group delay. For a binary target, three positions of 
zero group delay exist: one near the position of each star and a third between the two. 
The third group delay zero is an unstable tracking location-servo loops will be driven 
away from rather than toward this position. The group delay zeros near each star 
are not perfectly aligned with the star--light (and sidelobe fringes) from the other 
star biases this position in a way depending on the binary separation, star colors and 
luminosities, and instrument bandpass. The instrument also will not always remain 
locked at one group delay zero; jumps from one position to the other are expected, and 
the fraction of time at either location is related to the combination of star luminosity 
and size. Some of this confusion might be lifted by also measuring the interferometric 
visibility of the binary source, and using this information to model the binary itself, 
which would then be applied to the astrometric data through a complicated model of 
the instrument. 
6.8 Conclusions 
For a complete understanding of planetary system diversity and frequency, all possible 
planetary environments must be included in exoplanet searches. No technique for 
detecting circumbinary planets is either as simple and as sensitive as its single-star 
counterpart. However, several possible observational methods are predicted to be 
capable of achieving the measurement precisions necessary to detect planetary mass 
companions in circumbinary orbits. Direct imaging of circumbinary planets may be 
possible with TPF-C if specialized observing sequences are employed. Ground-based 
eclipse timing and radial velocity observations may be able to detect Jupiter-massed 
circumbinary planets over the next few years. A search for transiting planets in 
eclipsing binaries would test the combined hypotheses that circumbinary planets are 
common and that the orbital planes of the binary and planets are preferentially 
coaligned. 
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